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Abstract

In Ontario, there are great incentives to invest in solar cell research through the Feed-In Tariff program, which has successfully increased the total connected capacity of solar power in Ontario to well over 215 MW. Extensive studies have been conducted on fabrication of efficient solar cells, with the most mature technology being silicon-based solar cells. However, other types of solar cells have been introduced as alternatives to silicon based solar cells due to their laborious work, energy consumption, and high cost of production. Different inorganic and organic photovoltaic systems including dye-sensitized, organic/polymer, quantum-dot, and hybrid nanocrystal/polymer heterojunctions solar cells have been proposed to provide comparable efficiencies.

Transparent conductive oxides are usually the main component in any solar system because of its role as an electrode photoanode, acting as a diffusion barrier and an open-circuit voltage attenuator. These are due to their high electrical conductivity, wide optical transmittance, and relatively ease of synthesis. As a result, a rich amount of studies on their synthesis, modification, and application as photo-catalytic electrodes, gas sensors, photonic crystals, and solar cell photoanodes exists in the literature. Their use in photovoltaics as thin film materials has since evolved into nanostructured films, as numerous studies have showed that the material morphology is an important parameter in improving solar cell performance. Many nanostructured transparent conductive oxide films have been extensively investigated for use as an n-type semiconductor in a p-n junction solar cell system or as a photoanode in a dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC). Thus far these applications have proven challenging in terms of achieving high device efficiencies, particularly by taking advantage of their inherently higher surface area-to-volume ratio, better photon harvesting, and enhanced interparticle charge transport with shorter diffusion lengths across the device structure.

With a large direct band gap (3.37 eV), a large exciton binding energy (60 m eV), and high electron mobility (120 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$), zinc oxide (ZnO) is considered an excellent candidate as an (n-type) transparent semiconducting material at room temperature for photovoltaic application. In the present work, two different ZnO nanostructural morphologies are prepared by controlling the electrolyte conductivity using a direct, catalyst- and seed-layer free electrodeposition method. The effect of deposition time and temperature on the growth of the high-specific-surface-area ZnO nanotubes electrodeposited is studied. Furthermore, the morphology, crystallinity, and chemical composition of the resulting ZnO nanotubes and nanorods are fully characterized with a proposed
model of their growth mechanism. These one-dimensional ZnO nanostructures are then employed as an n-type semiconductor, along with a p-type Cu$_2$O thin film, to fabricate an inorganic p-n junction solar cell. As an important step to improve device performance, the electrical and optical properties of the p-type Cu$_2$O film are optimized by simple annealing. Two different device structures, consisting of the electrodeposited ZnO nanorods and nanotubes grown on the top of a thick n-type ZnO seed layer (500 nm) covered by an optimized (2.5µm) p-type Cu$_2$O layer (in order to provide the full built-in potential across the junction area), are fabricated. The relations of structural morphology (i.e. nanotube vs nanorod) and characteristic solar cell parameters are investigated. The new device architecture is found to offer minimum leakage path and reduced recombination loss expected in a typical nanostructure-based solar cell. A photon-to-electron conversion efficiency (PCE) of 0.8 % is obtained for ZnO nanotubes compared to other traditional one-dimensional nanostructures (i.e. nanorods or nanowires) that is due to the increased junction area and the better charge collection. These results illustrate the advantage of single-step electrodeposition of ZnO nanotubes, which provide a larger interfacial area and a much lower defect density than previously reported nanotubes obtained by etching ZnO nanorods.

Taking advantage of their higher electron dynamics than the classical TiO$_2$, ZnO and SnO$_2$ are employed as photoanode materials to fabricate an organic DSSC system. To further improve the optical absorption, the effects of surface modification using gold nanoparticles to ZnO nanotubes are investigated. Different gold electrolyte concentrations are used to manipulate the plasmonic nanoparticle size while deposition time is used to control the aerial density. These studies lead to a significant increase in the PCE for DSSC based on ZnO nanotubes with gold nanoparticle modification (6%) when compared to that with pristine ZnO nanotubes (4.7%). Surface decoration with plasmonic gold nanoparticles therefore provides an efficient approach to creating not only high surface area for superior loading of dye molecules but also enhanced absorption specifically in the visible range by taking advantage of their surface plasmon resonance effect.

Hierarchical one-dimensional SnO$_2$ nanostructures are also employed as photoanode material for DSSC application. With a band gap of 3.8 eV, low UV degradation characteristic and generally high thermal and chemical stability, SnO$_2$ is also an excellent photoanode alternative to TiO$_2$. Almost 10-fold enhancement of PCE (3.6%) when compared with pristine SnO$_2$ nanobelts with (0.48%) is obtained for these hierarchical SnO$_2$ nanostructures. This significant improvement is in part due to better dye loading of highly branched nanostructures. Additional surface passivation has also been
performed on the as-deposited hierarchical SnO$_2$ nanostructures by dip-coating with an MgO passivation layer of appropriately optimized thickness. Such an insulating layer is found to effectively reduce the recombination loss process caused by the higher electron mobility of SnO$_2$ photoanode nanostructures. This MgO-passivation treatment further enhances the PCE to 4.14%.

The present work therefore shows that one-dimensional ZnO and SnO$_2$ nanostructures provide a viable, powerful platform for developing the next-generation photovoltaic devices. This study further demonstrates the novel techniques used to significantly enhance the PCEs for both inorganic p-n junction solar cell and organic DSSC.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Nanostructured Transparent Conductive Oxides

Nanotechnology has been expanding extensively into many fields since the groundbreaking talk "There is Plenty of Room at the Bottom" by Richard P. Feynman in 1959. Generally, nanostructured materials are ultrafine structures with a grain size on the order of nanometers (10^{-9} m) or, in a broader description, any material that contains grains or clusters below 100 nm. In the past few decades, different materials have been prepared in the nanoscale using various techniques. A great number of studies have been performed on the functionalization and application of novel nanostructured materials, demonstrating the power of quantum effects that are responsible for the new behavior and properties of these materials at their nanoscale.

Transparent conducting oxides (TCOs) are one of the well-known semiconductors that have been synthesized at the nanoscale and utilized in many applications due to their availability, biocompatibility, and versatile nanostructural morphologies. In general, TCOs are conductive metal oxides with a wide band gap (greater than 3 eV) that enables the transmittance of light up to the ultraviolet (UV) region. Ordinarily, undoped oxides with a band gap of larger than 3 eV would be an insulator at room temperature. However, doping of such oxides would increase the charge carrier density and allow the electrons to move freely, which in effect move the Fermi level into the conduction band. Interestingly, TCOs are intrinsic oxides with full \( d \) band orbitals and they possess stoichiometric defects such as oxygen vacancies that can be ionized and used to donate electrons into the conduction band. TCOs are also popular because of their high electrical (semiconducting) properties that lie between metals and insulators due to their unique electronic band structures, allowing electrons to be thermally excited across the band gaps and contribute in the electrical conduction process. There are many examples of TCO materials that have been synthesized in the nanoscale with an enormous number of morphologies using a variety of dry and wet synthesis techniques. As a result of their unique optical and electrical properties, the fundamentally interesting band structure, and the high surface area to volume ratio of their nanostructures, TCOs are considered excellent candidates as active materials and are commonly used in different photovoltaic systems.
1.1.1 Properties of nanostructured transparent conductive oxides

Nanostructured TCOs are abundant biodegradable materials, which can be prepared at moderate cost using many synthesis techniques. TCOs are particularly well known for their high transparency (above 80%) in the visible spectrum. They also have high thermal stability, and mechanical and chemical durability, which are suitable for flexible electronic devices. In addition, their high conductivity ($10^3$–$10^4$ S/cm), together with their ability to be easily doped extrinsically or intrinsically in an sufficient quantity to further enhance the carrier concentration tailored to specific application, have make TCOs very versatile electronic materials.

In 1907, Badeker uncovered the first TCO by oxidation of metallic Cd to produce CdO thin film, which was shown to be optically transparent while remaining highly conducting. Shortly thereafter, more materials exhibiting similar characteristics of both optical transparency and high electrical conductivity were discovered. These include both undoped oxides, such as ZnO, SnO$_2$, In$_2$O$_3$, and TiO$_2$, and doped oxides such as aluminium-doped ZnO (AZO), tin-doped In$_2$O$_3$ (ITO), and antimony or fluorine doped SnO$_2$ (ATO and FTO, respectively). Table 1.1 summarizes some important material properties of common TCOs, as reproduced from Gordon.

Table 1.1 Summary of material properties of selected important TCOs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property (unit)</th>
<th>CdO</th>
<th>In$_2$O$_3$</th>
<th>SnO$_2$</th>
<th>ZnO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mineral name</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>cassiterite</td>
<td>zincite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average material amount in the earth’s crust (ppm)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band gap $E_g$ (300 K) (eV)</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>3.75(dir)</td>
<td>3.6(dir)</td>
<td>3.4(dir)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective electron mass m$^*/$me</td>
<td>0.15/0.11</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lattice mobility (cm$^2$/V s)</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum resistivity (Ω cm)</td>
<td>$\approx 3 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$\approx 1 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$\approx 3 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$\approx 2 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.1.2 Nanostructured transparent conductive oxides for photovoltaic applications

The optical and electrical properties of nanostructured TCO films are the main attractions for many optoelectronic applications, including flat panel displays, touch panel controls, organic light emitting diodes, and solar cells. Depending on the application, they can be used to build diodes, which depend on the band alignment of the n-type conducting oxides to the p-type semiconductor or vice versa. TCOs can also be used to form ohmic contact or Schottky diode, depending on the Schottky barrier height created when a conducting oxide comes in contact with a metal. The barrier height ($\Phi_B$) corresponds to the difference between the electron affinity of the semiconductor ($\chi$) divided by the charge (q) and the work function of the metal ($\Phi_{metal}$), according to the equation:

$$\Phi_B \approx \Phi_{metal} - \frac{\chi}{q}$$

Interestingly, n-type TCOs have generally high work functions, even higher if they can be maximized by having an oxygen-rich, outer surface during synthesis. As shown in Figure 1.1, ZnO, SnO$_2$, and In$_2$O$_3$ have their conduction band minima lying deeper than the Fermi levels of the respective parent metals. These findings confirm the prominent behavior of most n-type TCOs from normal oxides.$^6$ Beside their work functions, there are many other considerations before choosing TCO materials for photovoltaic applications. Their band alignment, the ease of their processing, and the material cost are some other important parameters, which should be evaluated carefully.

![Image](image.png)

**Figure 1.1** Comparison of the band gaps of TCOs relative to the work functions (WFs) of their parent metals. The parent metal WF for (n-type) TCO lies above the conduction band of the oxide.$^6$

---

Several examples of TCOs have been commonly used in many inorganic and organic solar cells, including TiO$_2$, In$_2$O$_3$, ZnO, CdO, and SnO$_2$. Ongoing research is continuing to find new alternatives with better interfacial properties and higher thermal and chemical stability. Table 1.2 shows the commonly used TCOs in different types of solar cells, along with their requirements for solar cell applications.\textsuperscript{7} In the present work, we will focus on two currently used materials: ZnO and SnO$_2$, as green materials that can be produced using simple processing conditions. They represent an interesting, readily available transparent semiconductors that are among the most commonly used materials for solar cell and other applications, due to their attractive properties.

**Table 1.2** Summary of commonly used TCOs for photovoltaic applications.\textsuperscript{7}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell Type</th>
<th>TCO in Current Use</th>
<th>TCO Needs</th>
<th>Materials Goals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heterojunction with intrinsic thin layer (HIT cell)</td>
<td>Indium tin oxide (ITO)</td>
<td>Smooth, good interfacial properties, very good conductivity, low-temperature deposition, light trapping</td>
<td>Indium zinc oxide (IZO), indium-free materials, ZnO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS)</td>
<td>Intrinsic-ZnO/Al:ZnO</td>
<td>Interfacial stability to CdS, low-temperature deposition, resistance to diffusion and shorting, need to make/improve the junction</td>
<td>Single-layer TCO to replace two layers and CdS layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdTe</td>
<td>(SnO$_2$)</td>
<td>Stable interface to CdS/CdTe at temperature, diffusion barrier</td>
<td>Doping of ZnSnO$_x$ materials, single-layer TCO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nano-hybrid polymer cell</td>
<td>ZnO, SnO$_2$, TiO$_2$</td>
<td>Nanostructure with right length scale, work-function matching, interface with organic, correct doping level for carrier transport</td>
<td>Self-organized structures core-shell structures, new nonconventional TCOs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gritzel cell</td>
<td>TiO$_2$</td>
<td>Nanostructure with high electron mobility</td>
<td>Improved TiO$_2$ morphology and possible use of doped materials, new non-TiO$_2$ materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amorphous Si</td>
<td>SnO$_2$, ITO, and ZnO; many cells employ two TCOs</td>
<td>Temperature stability, chemical stability, and appropriate texture for both TCO layers</td>
<td>Higher conductivity, texture, and ohmic contact for both TCO layers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.2 Nanostructured Transparent Conductive Zinc Oxide

Zinc oxide (ZnO) is a well-known (II-IV) binary compound semiconductor that possesses a direct wide band gap of 3.4 eV with a large exciton binding energy (60 meV) and high electron mobility (120 cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹).⁸,⁹ It is one of the most intensely studied materials due its strong piezoelectricity, special optical property, and biocompatibility. ZnO has been extensively used for many optoelectronic applications such as light emitting devices and photovoltaic cells.¹⁰,¹¹ In general, ZnO has three different crystal structures: cubic rock salt, cubic zinc blende, and the most thermodynamically stable hexagonal wurtzite structure. Synthesis of ZnO nanostructures has been conducted on different substrates, including silicon, glass, sapphire, diamond and graphene, by using either wet-chemistry methods, such as sol-gel, hydrothermal and electrochemical methods, or dry synthesis techniques including sputter-coating, chemical vapor deposition, molecular-beam epitaxy, pulsed-laser deposition, and metal organic chemical vapor deposition. ZnO has attracted a lot of attention because of its large variety of nanostructural morphologies, including nanoparticles, nanowires, nanorings, nanotubes, nanowalls, and nanohelix as shown in Figure 1.2. Their superior specific surface areas allow them to be utilized in many applications such as gas sensing, water remediation, biosensing, nanoelectronics, water splitting, and solar cells.¹²,¹³,¹⁴,¹⁵,¹⁶,¹⁷

![Figure 1.2 Various morphologies of ZnO nanostructured materials.](image)

1.3 Nanostructured Transparent Conductive Tin Oxide

Tin oxide (SnO$_2$) is another popular example of wide-band gap transparent conducting oxides. It is of great interest due to their optical and electrical properties, in addition to their much higher chemical stability compared to other TCOs, which is an essential property for many environmental applications. It is an n-type semiconductor material with a direct band gap of 3.6 eV, and it has the rutile crystal structure with a tetragonal unit cell (p42/mnm).\textsuperscript{18}

Similar to other TCOs, SnO$_2$ has a visible transparency and high electrical conductivity due to the presence of oxygen vacancies that are responsible for electron generation. The presence of oxygen vacancies has been reported in bulk SnO$_2$.\textsuperscript{19,20} Furthermore, their electrical conductivity could be optimized by controlling their oxygen deficiency and/or by doping with different ions. SnO$_2$ is also well known for its low UV degradation and high thermal stability, which is strongly preferred in photovoltaic applications.\textsuperscript{21} Different deposition methods have been used for the preparation of SnO$_2$ nanostructured films, and they include sputtering, spray pyrolysis, and vapor deposition. Various one-dimensional nanostructures, such as nanobelts, nanowires, and many other hierarchal structures have been employed in various gas sensing and lithium battery storage applications as shown in Figure 1.3.\textsuperscript{22,23,24,25,26,27}

![Morphologies of various SnO$_2$ nanostructures.](image)

**Figure 1.3** Morphologies of various SnO$_2$ nanostructures.\textsuperscript{22**}

---

1.4 Preparation Methods of TCO nanostructures

A large number of techniques have been used for the synthesis of ZnO and SnO$_2$ nanostructures. They can be generally divided into physical vapor and chemical solution deposition methods.

1.4.1 Physical vapor deposition methods

Many ZnO and SnO$_2$ nanostructures have been prepared with high-temperature vapor phase growth, which involves reaction between the vapor phase of the desired metal and oxygen gas. Parameters such as the type of substrate, deposition temperature, and oxygen flow rate can be used to control their morphology, dimensions, and crystallinity. The growth mechanisms involved in these vapor deposition methods is either vapor-solid (VS) and/or vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) growth. Two of the most extensively used physical vapor deposition techniques for preparing TCO nanostructures are sputter deposition and pulsed laser deposition.

Sputtering technique is commonly used for large-scale production in industry, where solid targets are bombarded with energetic particles to eject atoms into the gas phase. There are different types of sputtering methods such as direct current (DC) sputtering, which was used, e.g., by Li et al. to obtain SnO$_2$ nanocrystalline films with different crystallite sizes, and radio frequency (RF) sputtering, as performed, e.g., by Choopun et al. to obtain single-crystalline ZnO nanobelts with cross-sectional size of 10-50 nm and length of several micrometers at a pressure of 40 mTorr on a copper substrate.

The other physical vapor deposition method used for TCO nanostructure preparation is by ablation of the target material of interest by laser irradiation to produce a plasma. Similar to other vapor deposition techniques, the material is vaporized, which enables either VS or VLS growth to form different morphologies on various substrates by controlling such parameters as target-to-substrate separation, gas flow rate, catalyst type, the substrate deposition temperature, and laser power. Pulsed Layer Deposition (PLD) is used in this present work for SnO$_2$ nanostructures synthesis. However, with the need of lower-temperature fabrication process, many other wet-chemistry methods have emerged as viable alternatives.
1.4.2 Chemical solution deposition methods

Low-cost alternatives for ZnO and SnO$_2$ nanostructure synthesis compared to physical vapor deposition methods are the wet-chemistry methods, which are based on solution-phase growth. These methods offer a more tunable deposition process with fine control over many parameters under lower temperature growth condition. Among the large number of wet-chemistry techniques, sol-gel and electrochemical depositions are two of the more commonly used preparation methods for ZnO and SnO$_2$ nanostructures especially for photovoltaic applications.

Sol-gel method was initially developed in 1960s and commonly used for preparing photoanodes for dye sensitized solar cells. In a typical sol-gel process, the material of interest is dissolved in a liquid in order to bring it back as a solid in a controlled manner. The process begins with a sol formation, which is a liquid with insoluble colloidal particles. This is then followed by a gel development, induced by aggregation of the particles and building up of the continuous network.$^{34}$ Different semiconductor nanostructures with various morphologies have been prepared using the sol-gel template synthesis.$^{35,36,37,38}$ However, the main disadvantage of this method is the use of a large quantity of organic solvent, which becomes impractical for large-scale production in industry.

Electrodeposition is one of the oldest synthesis techniques for many metallic, bimetallic, and metal oxide materials that are found in many applications.$^{40}$ This technique offers a cost efficient process under a relatively low temperature condition, which is essential for practical large-scale production. A classical electrochemical cell consists of a three-electrode system that contains a working electrode (the substrate), a reference electrode, and a counter electrode (typically a platinum wire).$^{41}$ Silicon and conductive glass (glass coated with a thin film of ITO or FTO) are among the more common substrates used as the working electrodes due to their high conductivity and availability. Standard hydrogen electrode, saturated calomel electrode, and silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) electrode are the typical reference electrodes.

Various approaches have been used for metal oxide electrodeposition.$^{42}$ Anodic electrodeposition is a simple one-step process that follows the reaction:

\[ \text{M}^{n+}(aq) + \text{mH}_2\text{O} \rightleftharpoons \text{M}_n\text{O}_m(s) + 2\text{mH}^+(aq) + \text{n}e^- \]

Another approach involves polarizing an electrodeposited metal layer to produce metal ions in an alkaline solution such as NaOH and KOH, in which the hydroxide ions would react with the metal ions to produce metal hydroxide on the substrate surface. Alternatively, nitrates can be used as the counter ions to facilitate the reduction reaction to form the hydroxyl ions in the following reaction:
$$\text{NO}_3^-(aq) + 7\text{H}_2\text{O} + 8\text{e}^- \rightarrow \text{NH}_4^+(aq) + 10\text{OH}^-(aq)$$

The hydroxyl ions so produced can then be combined with the metal ions to produce the metal hydroxide. The formation of metal hydroxide on the substrate is usually followed by a second step of dehydration reaction to produce metal oxide:

$$\text{M(OH)}_x(aq) \rightarrow \text{MO(s)} + \text{H}_2\text{O(l)}$$

Also, different parameters such as the electrolyte concentration, deposition temperature, and pH of the solution can be adjusted. All of these advantages make electrodeposition one of the most versatile and easy-to-implement synthesis techniques. In this present work, we employed electrodeposition method for growing ZnO and Cu_2O nanostructured thin films.
1.5 Surface Modification of TCO nanostructures

Modification of the surface of different TCO nanostructured materials has recently been studied extensively in order to provide further improvement of their chemical and physical properties appropriate for emerging applications. Most surface modifications of transition metal oxides reported in literature have been carried out with post-processing techniques, including thermal treatment, laser irradiation, and melting impregnation methods. However, different wet-chemistry methods that offer a more economical approach have been reported to improve TCO nanostructures properties. Some examples include electrochemical or solution processing such as dip coating of TiO$_2$ nonporous films into an alumina solution.

Noble metal nanoparticles such as platinum, palladium, gold, and silver have been widely used for enhancing TCO nanostructural properties due to their unique catalytic and plasmonic capabilities. Specifically, metal nanoparticles are employed due to their enhanced optical properties in the visible region for further improvement of the light harvesting capability in solar cells. Briefly, the localized surface plasmon resonance of metal nanoparticles arises when small spherical metallic nanoparticle is excited by light (with a wavelength considerably larger than the size of the nanoparticle). A collective oscillation of the free conduction electrons occurs, where the electron density would change from one side of the nanoparticle to the other side. This redistribution of charge density would create an electric field inside and outside the metal nanoparticle with a direction that is opposite to that of the electric field vector of the light. The resulting resonance between the oscillations and the incident light is known as the localized surface plasmon resonance, as illustrated schematically in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4 Plasmonic surface resonances in spherical nanoparticle when irradiated by light.

A recent review study by Atwater et al. showed the emerging utilization of plasmonic for improved photovoltaics. Different thin-film solar cell systems were explored, focusing on plasmonic light trapping by either light scattering or light concentrating. The light-trapping concept would generally help in reducing the required thickness of the absorber semiconductor material, which would introduce a newly designed solar cell systems with much lower cost. Reducing the active layer thickness would also improve the electrical characteristics of the solar cells due to the reduction of dark current with decreasing semiconductor thickness, which would in turn increase the cell efficiency. Another important factor is the enhancement of charge carrier collection, as the charge needs to only travel a smaller distance before being collected at the junction, which is an important advantage for semiconductor materials with low minority carrier diffusion lengths, such as Cu$_2$O, Zn$_3$P$_2$ and SiC.

Another approach for enhancing the properties of TCO nanostructures for photovoltaics, specifically in dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs), is by coating the surface of the TCO nanostructures with another metal oxides such as SiO$_2$, Al$_2$O$_3$ and MgO. These insulating oxides would work as a blocking layer to reduce the expected interfacial recombination pathways for improved performance. As explained by Palomares et al. in Figure 1.5, the main idea is to create a barrier layer for interfacial electron transfer processes within the DSSC active layer between TiO$_2$ and the dye molecules. In a typical DSSC, upon excitation of the dye molecule by light (d), the major electron transfer process occurs through electron injection from the excited state of the dye molecule into the conduction band of TiO$_2$ (b). However, the excited dye molecule may suffer from decay to their ground state (a), which can affect the process efficiency. The hole transporting material (3I$^-$/I$_3$ redox couple) is responsible for the dye regeneration process through its electron transfer in the film (e). The role of the insulating layer is to minimize the possible recombination pathways occurring at the TiO$_2$/dye/electrolyte interface. The injected electrons may recombine with either oxidized dye molecules (c) or the oxidized redox couple (f).
Figure 1.5 Schematic representation of electron transfer processes in dye-sensitized blocking-layer photoelectrode: photogeneration of the dye excited state (d), electron injection into the conduction band of TiO$_2$ (b), regeneration of the dye ground state by direct decay of the excited state to the ground state (a) and by electron transfer from the redox couple (e), and the charge recombination of injected electron with the oxidized dye molecules (c) and with oxidized redox couple (f). \textsuperscript{63}††

1.6 Photovoltaic Applications

The depletion of conventional energy resources such as coal, crude oil, and natural gas has provided the driving force to look for some other alternatives. Since the evolution of solar cell industry in 1990, photovoltaics have rapidly attracted great attention in a number of research areas, all with the common goal to increase the photoconversion efficiency by advancing new material development and device fabrication. According to the European Renewable Energy Council, the demand of renewable energy such as biomass heat, geothermal heat, hydropower, wind power, and solar power have started to increase rapidly since 2010. As shown in Figure 1.6, the contribution of solar photovoltaics is expected to reach 25% in 2040 and to approach 65% in 2100.64

![Projected Global Electricity Demand](image)

Figure 1.6 Projected global electricity demand based on Renewable Energy Scenario to 2040, published by the European Renewable Energy Council, and reports of the German Advisory Council on Global Change.64

1.6.1 Operating principles of solar cells

In general, the type of material, the number of junctions, and the device structure are used to classify the more common types of solar cells. For example, solar cells can be categorized as inorganic, organic, and hybrid materials according to their material types. A recent study by Kirchartz et al in 2015 also classified solar cells according to their mechanism of charge separation and charge collection. According to their discussion, some photovoltaic systems consist of an active layer, which is responsible for both photon absorption and electron and/or hole transport such as classical silicon based solar cells. On the other hand, some other solar cell systems have a material which is specifically designed for photon absorption and a different material for charge carrier transport. For example, in a DSSC, the dye molecules are the main absorber monolayer due to their high photon absorption in the visible region, while both the TCO nanostructured material and the liquid and/or solid state electrolyte serve as the media for the electron and hole transport. We summarize below the basic processes involved in two of the most common solar cells: inorganic p-n junction solar cell and organic DSSC.

1.6.1.1 Inorganic p-n junction solar cells

The predominant solar cell device structures are p-n and p-i-n junction solar cells. The latter involves the addition of a thin layer of insulator of undoped intrinsic semiconductor (i) that is inserted between the p–type and n–type semiconductor materials. An example of a p-i-n heterojunction structure is given by Meyers, who used a layer of n-CdS deposited on SnO2-coated glass, followed by a layer of electrodeposited i-CdTe and a p-ZnTe layer at the end, yielding a p-ZnTe/i-CdTe/n-CdS solar cell. Different p-n junction diodes have also been employed in many electronic devices, including light emitting diodes, bipolar junction transistors, and solar cells. The mechanism of a typical p-n junction inorganic solar cell is shown schematically in Figure 1.7. When an n-type material (with a high electron concentration) comes in contact with a p-type material (with a high concentration of holes), they form a p-n junction. Electrons would diffuse from the n-type material to the p-type side, and similarly excess holes would diffuse from the p-type to n-type material. An electric field at the junction is formed, resulting in a depletion region and a built-in potential. Under no external bias condition (Figure 1.7a), the majority charge carriers can diffuse across the depletion region. However, the minority charge carriers that reach the junction could also be swept across the depletion region due to drift. At equilibrium, the diffusion and the drift currents are equal and opposite for both carriers. On the other hand, these currents are not balanced under an external bias.
When the voltage is applied under the forward bias condition (Figure 1.7b), the electric field across the junction is decreased, which leads to an increase in the diffusion current and a smaller depletion layer. However, when a reverse bias voltage is applied (Figure 1.7c), the electric field across the p-n junction is increased, which consequently decreases the diffusion current and leads to a wider depletion layer.68

![Diagram of electron transport mechanism in a typical p-n junction solar cell under (a) no bias condition, (b) forward bias condition, and (c) reverse bias condition.](image)

**Figure 1.7** Schematic diagram of electron transport mechanism in a typical p-n junction solar cell under (a) no bias condition, (b) forward bias condition, and (c) reverse bias condition.

Recent studies have proposed new nanoarchitectures for building third-generation nanostructure-based solar cells.69 For example; silicon nanocrystals with an average size of less than 7 nm have been embedded in a SiO$_2$ or Si$_3$N$_4$ matrix in order to take advantage of the quantum confinement effect. Such systems have been prepared by co-sputtering of silicon-rich layers interspersed with stoichiometric SiO$_2$ layers.70,71 Further studies of quantum dot tandem solar cells involving doping silicon quantum dots with boron or phosphorous have been reported to have excellent performance.72,73 In addition, quantum dot solar cells including, CdS, PbS, Bi$_2$S$_3$, CdSe, and InP, that absorb light in the visible region have been employed in photovoltaics.74 Vera-Marquina investigated annealed CdS nanostructured films for solar cell application because of their enhanced optical properties.72 However, more abundant materials are generally preferred over these toxic materials in constructing environment-friendly photovoltaic devices. Lower-cost systems such as p-Cu$_2$O/n-Cu$_2$O homojunction and p-Cu$_2$O/n-ZnO heterojunction solar cells have been explored extensively in photovoltaics. McShane et al. studied the effect of junction morphology of the electrodeposited polycrystalline Cu$_2$O p-n homojunction solar cells with improved efficiency of 0.29% as shown in Figure 1.8.76 According to their proposal, the p-n junction interface morphology
was expected to depend on the morphology of the p-Cu₂O film that is electrodeposited first. Different conditions used to prepare various morphologies, including the electrolyte composition and pH of the copper lactate solution, were investigated. The highest efficiency was achieved when a low concentration of 0.02 M CuSO₄ was used, which ensured a good coverage with uniform Cu₂O crystals and a surface morphology exposing only the (100) plane at the interface. On the other hand, a lower efficiency of 0.08% was obtained at a higher concentration of Cu solution at the same pH, which produced octahedral or cuboctahedral structure with both (100) and (111) planes at the interface. This difference of surface termination would affect the energy level, density, and distribution of interface states at the junction. In the case of the (100)-terminated p-Cu₂O layer, fewer surface states in the interband region were generated, which therefore led to minimized recombination loss at the interface and a higher performance.

Figure 1.8 Cross-sectional SEM images of (a) p-Cu₂O(type-I) layer and (b) p-Cu₂O(type-I)/ n-Cu₂O homojunction. I-V curves of (c) p-Cu₂O(type-I)/ n-Cu₂O and (d) p-Cu₂O(type-II)/ n-Cu₂O
homojunction solar cells under 1 sun, AM 1.5 illumination. The inset shows a schematic assembly of the p-n Cu$_2$O homojunction solar cell.\textsuperscript{76***}

Recently, many studies show the importance of one-dimensional nanostructured materials for energy conversion process including piezoelectric, thermoelectric, and solar energy harvesting.\textsuperscript{77} As an example of a case study, we have chosen a recently published work to illustrate some of the current issues in using these nanomaterials for solar cell application. Chen et al. have succeeded in designing an ordered ZnO/Cu$_2$O nanoheterojunctions using square-patterned ZnO nanorod arrays that maximized their short current density of 9.89 mA/cm$^2$ and photon-to-electron conversion efficiency of 1.52%. The aim of their work was to enhance both the light absorption and the charge carrier collection using their properly designed nanostructure that would decrease the charge carrier traveling distance and thus minimize the undesired recombination loss. As shown in Figure 1.9a, their fabrication process was elaborate and it consisted of eight steps; starting with deposition of aluminum-doped zinc oxide and zinc oxide films on glass using radio frequency magnetron sputtering. This step was followed by spin coating a negative photoresist and exposing the substrate using two-beam laser interference lithography system.

Two different patterns of photoresist line and hole templates were obtained and then n-ZnO nanorods were deposited on the templates using a hydrothermal synthesis method. In the next step, the entire photoresist template was removed and a layer of p-Cu$_2$O was electrodeposited on top of the substrate. Finally, a gold contact was evaporated on the Cu$_2$O film as the counter electrode. The resulting AZO-ZnO glass covered with large-scale patterned photoresist template was examined optically (Figure 1.9b) and by electron microscopy (Figures 1.9c, 1.9d).

Three different cell structures were fabricated with no-pattern (B1), with line pattern (B2), and with square pattern (B3) of nanorod arrays, and they exhibited overall photon-to-electron conversion efficiencies (PCEs) of 0.67%, 1.34%, and 1.52%, respectively, as shown in Figure 1.10a. Their corresponding external quantum efficiency curves (EQE, Figure 1.10b) also showed enhancement in short-circuit current density, $J_{sc}$, as illustrated by the broadening of the EQE profiles from B1 to B3 due to more efficient light absorption and greater amounts of charge carrier produced in their active layers. The performance improvement of fabricated square pattern compared to no-pattern ZnO/Cu$_2$O solar cells is illustrated in Figure 1.10 c, d. For the non-patterned n-ZnO nanorods two-dimensional heterojunction, the photon and the minority carrier pathway were in the same

direction and carriers could not be collected effectively due to the larger photon absorption length than the minority carrier drift-diffusion length. On the other hand, for the patterned n-ZnO nanorods three-dimensional ordered nanoheterojunction, the heterointerface was parallel to the light absorption direction and carriers could be collected perpendicularly to the absorption direction, which minimized the conflict between light absorption and carrier collection. Using a similar concept, we investigate, in the present work, the enhancement of our one-dimensional nanostructures with different morphologies to take advantage of their large junction area, better photon absorption and carrier separation/collection. While the ordered geometry and spacing of the aforementioned study helped in understanding the importance of the directed pathway required for effective charge collection, the entire process was complicated. In the present work, we show that we could achieve a comparable performance with significantly less complicated fabrication steps and laborious procedures, thus becoming more practical and less expensive in the eventual commercialization.

![Fabrication sequence of nanoheterojunction solar cells with Cu$_2$O on ordered ZnO nanorod array (NRA).](image)

**Figure 1.9** (a) Schematic of the fabrication sequence of nanoheterojunction solar cells with Cu$_2$O on ordered ZnO nanorod array (NRA). This involves deposition of aluminum-doped zinc oxide and zinc oxide (AZO-ZnO) films on glass using radio frequency magnetron sputtering, followed by spin coating a negative photoresist (PR) and exposing the substrate using two-beam laser interference lithography system (2BLIL). Two different patterns of photoresist line and hole templates are prepared and ZnO NRAs are deposited using hydrothermal synthesis (HTS). After removing the PR template, a Cu$_2$O layer is deposited by electrochemical deposition (ECD), followed by a gold layer on
the top using electron beam evaporation technique (EBE). (b) Optical image of an AZO-ZnO glass covered with patterned PR template. SEM images of the PR templates of (c) lines and (d) holes. 

![Figure 1.10](image)

Figure 1.10 (a) Current density vs voltage curves and (b) external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra of the metal-oxide solar cells based on the ZnO/Cu$_2$O heterojunctions shown in Figure 1.9. Schematics of the metal–oxide solar cells with (c) non-patterned n-ZnO nanorods two-dimensional and (d) square-patterned n-ZnO nanorods three-dimensional ordered ZnO/Cu$_2$O nanoheterojunction.

1.6.1.2 Organic dye-sensitized solar cells

Organic solar cells can be generally classified as polymer-based solar cell and dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC). According to the type of electrolytes used, DSSCs can be divided into three types: (a) DSSC with a liquid junction electrolyte such as ionic liquid or other organic solvent, (b) DSSC with a quasi solid-state electrolyte such as a polymer electrolyte, and (c) DSSC with a hole-conducting electrolyte such as a p-type semiconductor, e.g. CuI, CuBr, or CuSCN. 

The general mechanism for DSSCs with a liquid electrolyte is summarized in Figure 1.11. Upon photon absorption, dye molecules are excited from their ground state to excited state. Electrons in the excited state are then injected into the conduction band of the semiconductor (typically TiO$_2$). These electrons are transported within the semiconductor material with diffusion toward the back


contact (usually ITO), reaching the counter electrode (typically Pt) through the external circuit at the other end. The oxidized dye molecules diffuse through the tri-iodide liquid electrolyte solution where they get reduced and regenerated. Consequently, the electrolyte ions themselves are regenerated near the catalytic active counter electrode and the process repeats itself. The open circuit voltage of the DSSC (Figure 1.11) could be estimated from the potential difference between the Fermi level of the semiconductor material under illumination and the redox potential of the electrolyte. Different parameters, such as semiconductor material morphology, dye design, and the electrolyte properties, can all affect the DSSC efficiency.\textsuperscript{79,80}

![Figure 1.11 Schematic diagram of typical mechanism in a Dye-Sensitized Solar Cell.\textsuperscript{80,81}}](image)

There have been extensive studies employing TCO materials with different nanostructure morphologies as the photoanode in DSSC application. TiO\textsubscript{2} is considered the most mature TCO semiconductor used as the photoanode in DSSCs since the first DSSC fabricated by Gratzel and O’Regan in 1991.\textsuperscript{81} Nanocrystalline films of TiO\textsubscript{2} have been used extensively, along with different types of commercially available ruthenium-based dyes such as N3, N719, N712, Z907, D149, and black dye.\textsuperscript{82} The dye sensitizer must contain functional groups such as carboxylate or phosphate to ensure firm attachment of the dye molecules on the photoanode surface. In addition, the dye

molecules should also have high absorption in the visible region.\textsuperscript{83, 84, 85} Figure 1.12 shows some of the molecular structures of the commonly used ruthenium complexes including N749, N719, and Z907. In the present work, we have used both N719 and Z907, with maximum absorption at 536 and 542 nm, respectively as shown in Figure 1.13.

**Figure 1.12** Molecular structure of the commonly used ruthenium complexes including N719, N749, and Z907.\textsuperscript{82****}

**Figure 1.13** UV/Vis absorption spectra of Ru-based dyes Z907 and N719.

Many one-dimensional and hierarchical TiO$_2$ nanostructured films have been utilized due to their higher specific surface area and preferential electron pathways for efficient charge collection.\textsuperscript{86,87} Due to their similar band gap to that of TiO$_2$ and high absorbance in the UV/Vis region, ZnO and SnO$_2$ are also considered to be excellent semiconductor photoanodes for DSSC applications.\textsuperscript{88} Furthermore, ZnO and SnO$_2$ have higher electron dynamics characteristics, including their higher electron mobility and larger electron diffusion coefficient, which make them better charge collectors. For instance, the electron mobility of bulk crystal for TiO$_2$ (1 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$) is significantly lower than that for SnO$_2$ (250 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$) and ZnO (300 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$).\textsuperscript{89} Table 1.3 summarizes some of the more important properties of ZnO and SnO$_2$ compared to TiO$_2$.

**Table 1.3** Summary of important properties of ZnO and SnO$_2$ compared to TiO$_2$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Crystal structure</th>
<th>Energy band gap (eV)</th>
<th>Electron mobility (cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Refractive index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TiO$_2$</td>
<td>Rutile, anatase, and brookite</td>
<td>3.0-3.2</td>
<td>0.1-4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZnO</td>
<td>Rocksalt, zinc blende, and wurtzite</td>
<td>3.2-3.4</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SnO$_2$</td>
<td>Rutile tetragonal</td>
<td>3.6-3.8</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ZnO and SnO$_2$ are well known for the wide varieties of their nanostructures, which have been employed as photoanodes for DSSC application. In particular, their various highly branched morphologies with large specific surface areas and superior dye-loading capabilities are expected to produce higher photon absorption.\textsuperscript{90,91} Recently, Kang et al. employed a novel tri-layered ZnO nanostructure shown in the schematic diagram (Figure 1.14a) and SEM image (Figure 1.14b) and they obtained a high efficiency approaching 3.21%. Three different DSSC structures based on different ZnO photoanode morphologies have been investigated, and these include (Cell 1, Figure 1.13c) mono-layered ZnO one-dimensional nanowire arrays, (Cell 2, Figure 1.13d) double layers of
narrow arrays decorated with smaller ZnO microspheres, and (Cell 3, Figure 1.13e) triple layer structure consisting of a layer of hierarchical ZnO large microspheres on a one-dimensional nanowire array with smaller microspheres as the intermediate layer. The corresponding current density-voltage characteristic and the incident photon-to-electron conversion (IPCE) spectra showed that Cell 3 with the higher surface area tri-layered ZnO photoanode exhibited the highest light harvesting capability due to their higher dye absorption/loading and their excellent light scattering properties. In the present work, we employ ZnO and SnO₂ nanostructures with similar high surface area as photoanodes and we show that comparable efficiencies can be achieved in DSSCs fabricated with less complicated device structures.

![Figure 1.14](image)

**Figure 1.14** (a) Schematic diagram of the tri-layered ZnO photoanode. SEM images of (b) the tri-layered ZnO photoanode, (c) ZnO base layer of nanowires, (d) small ZnO hierarchical microspheres, and (e) large ZnO hierarchical microspheres. Right panels show their corresponding photocurrent density vs. voltage profiles and incident photon-to-electron conversion efficiency (IPCE) spectra of DSSCs based on different photoanodes.

1.7 Scope of Thesis

The general objective of the present work is to prepare nanostructured transparent conductive oxides with different nanostructured morphologies and to exploit their properties for photovoltaic applications. In this chapter (Chapter 1), we present a short introduction to TCO nanostructures and their unique properties. A brief literature review focusing on both the more common physical vapour deposition and chemical solution synthesis methods to produce ZnO and SnO₂ nanostructures is given. An overview about photovoltaics and the operating principles of two of the most common solar cells (inorganic p-n junction solar cell and organic DSSC) that are used in the subsequent Chapters is also presented. In Chapter 2, we briefly describe the experimental procedure used to synthesize TCO nanostructured materials and the characterization techniques used for studying their morphologies and crystal structures, and chemical-state composition properties. Different characterization techniques for investigating the optical, electrical, and photovoltaic properties of the fabricated devices are also given.

We present our data in the next four chapters. In Chapter 3, we describe the synthesis of ZnO nanotubes, obtained by direct electrochemical deposition for the first time. We further investigate the delicate control of electrolyte conductivity needed in producing the desired morphology of these one-dimensional ZnO nanostructures, along with a detailed study of the resulting morphology, crystal structure, and chemical-state composition arising from manipulating other growth parameters, including electrolyte concentration, deposition temperature, and deposition time.

Chapter 4 presents the fabrication of low-cost p-Cu₂O/n-ZnO nanorod and nanotube heterojunction devices using an “all-electrodeposition” method. By electrodepositing ZnO nanorods or nanotubes as an active n-type TCO material, we construct a classical p-n junction solar cell by incorporating electrodeposited Cu₂O film as a p-type semiconductor material. Full characterization has been performed for the resulting solar cell performance, with emphasis on the performance correlation with the growth parameters of the prepared nanostructures.

In Chapters 5 and 6, we present studies of dye sensitized solar cells using photoanodes based on ZnO nanotubes and SnO₂ hierarchal nanostructures, respectively. The high surface areas of these ZnO and SnO₂ nanostructure are expected to produce enhanced dye loading capacities and improved charge carrier collection with much higher electron dynamics, when compared to typical TiO₂.
photoanodes. We also perform additional modifications by loading metal nanoparticles to further maximize photon absorption in the visible region by taking advantage of their surface plasmonic effect. In addition, coating the as-grown nanostructures surface with an optimized passivation layer is used to minimize the undesirable recombination loss and to enhance their overall performance. Finally, we summarize, in Chapter 7, our conclusions and comment on future work.
Chapter 2
Experimental Details

In this chapter, we outline the experimental techniques used for synthesis and characterization of TCO nanostructured materials, as well as performance evaluation of prototype solar cells fabricated using the as-grown nanomaterials. A brief description of each of the relevant methods follows.

2.1 Electrochemical Methods for Synthesis and Characterization

2.1.1 Cyclic voltammetry (I vs V) and potentiostatic amperometry (I vs t) for synthesis of nanostructured materials

All samples are investigated and prepared by electrodeposition of metal ions from their freshly prepared primary electrolytes in a water bath kept at constant temperature using amperometry technique conducted in a three-electrode system. Amperometry generally refers to all electrochemical techniques in which a current is measured as a function of either time (potentiostatic amperometry) or applied electrode potential (voltammetry).\(^9\) In our work, we perform potentiostatic amperometry where current is measured at a constant potential with variation of the deposition time for TCO nanostructure synthesis. An electrochemical station (CH Instruments 1140) is used is connected to an ITO/glass substrate as the working electrode and a platinum wire as a counter electrode, with the potential kept fixed with respect to an Ag/AgCl reference electrode, as shown in Figure 2.1. In an electrodeposition process, the standard potential of the metal ions of interest is applied to the working electrode in a primary electrolyte solution, which reduces the metal ions to their metallic structure. Supporting electrolyte such as KCl is added to enhance the conductivity of the primary electrolyte.
Prior to any deposition, the oxidation and reduction potentials of the primary electrolyte are determined by performing a current (I) vs potential (V) sweep in the cyclic voltammetry technique. In cyclic voltammetry (CV), the potential is increased linearly from an initial potential to a final potential (forward scan) and then decreased from the final potential back to the initial potential (reverse scan) while measuring the current, this cycle is then repeated as needed. For example, the measured cyclic voltammogram in a $10^{-3}$ mol L$^{-1}$ $K_4[Fe(CN)_6]$ and 0.1 mol L$^{-1}$ KNO$_3$ electrolyte used for determining the oxidation and reduction potentials of Fe ions is shown in Figure 2.2.\(^{94,95}\) The oxidation potential is found at the first potential sweep going in the positive direction (forward scan), where the hexacyanoferrate(II) ions are oxidized to hexacyanoferrate(III) at the working electrode. In the following reverse sweep from positive to negative potentials, the hexacyanoferrate(III) ions formed in the forward scan are reduced back to hexacyanoferrate(II). Consequently, the standard electrode potentials at which any metal ions are reduced to their respective zero-valent metals can be determined from their corresponding CV profiles. In addition, electrolyte concentration, deposition temperature, and deposition time are experimental parameters that are varied according to different materials of interest. Details about specific experimental conditions are given in the experimental parts of Chapters 3-6, where applicable.
Figure 2.2 Cyclic voltammogram (fifth cycle) obtained in a solution containing $6.25 \times 10^{-3}$ mol L$^{-1}$ K$_4$Fe(CN)$_6$ and 0.5 mol L$^{-1}$ KNO$_3$, with a scan rate of 20 mV s$^{-1}$.\(^{95\text{*}\text{*}\text{*}\text{*}}\)

2.1.2 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) is a powerful technique developed for characterization of electrical properties of different materials, including conductors, semiconductors and even insulators.\(^{96}\) In general, EIS measures the dielectric properties of a medium as a function of frequency. In the case of an ideal resistor, the resistance can be calculated using Ohm’s law in terms of the ratio between the voltage $E$ and the current $I$, where $R = E/I$. However, in the real world there are different types of resistance for more complex systems, in which case we use impedance. The electrochemical impedance is calculated by measuring the current through the cell when an AC potential is applied at different frequencies, $f$ (Hz). Typically, the current response to a sinusoidal potential is also sinusoid at the same frequency but with a phase shift. The change in potential $E_t$ at time ($t$) is related to the maximum potential $E_0$ as a function of the radial frequency $\omega$ (radian/second), as follows:

\[ E_t = E_0 \sin (\omega t), \]

where, \( \omega = 2\pi f. \)

On the other hand, the current at time \( t \) \((I_t)\) is shifted in phase and is related to the maximum current \((I_0)\) according to:

\[ I_t = I_0 \sin (\omega t + \phi), \text{ where } \phi \text{ is the phase shift.} \]

Consequently, the impedance of the system \((Z)\) is calculated as follows:

\[ Z = \frac{E_t}{I_t} = \frac{E_0}{I_0} \sin (\omega t) \sin (\omega t + \phi) = Z_0 \frac{\sin(\omega t)}{\sin(\omega t + \phi)}, \]

where \( Z_0 = \frac{E_0}{I_0}. \) The impedance is also can be expressed as a complex number for calculating the real part \((Z_{re})\) and imaginary part \((Z_{im})\) of the impedance at different frequencies, where

\[ Z(\omega) = \frac{E}{I} = Z_0 \exp (j\phi) = Z_0 (\cos \phi + j\sin \phi), \text{ where } j = \sqrt{-1}. \]

As different working electrodes are employed for photovoltaic application, the determination of electrical resistance of the nanomaterials deposited on the substrates is important to understanding the performance of the solar cells. Typical solar cells are commonly simulated as an equivalent circuit for better quantification of the effects of different parameters that are crucial for improving the cell performance. The most common model is the simplified Randles equivalent circuit model, which consists of a solution resistance \((R_s)\), a double layer capacitor \((C_{dl})\), a charge transfer resistance \((R_{ct})\), and Warburg impedance element \((Z_w)\). In this model, the double-layer capacitance is in parallel with the charge-transfer resistance, as shown in Figure 2.3.

**Figure 2.3** Schematic diagram of the simplified Randles equivalent circuit.

In any electrochemical cell, solution resistance is an important factor during the deposition process. The impedance of an electrochemical cell could be due to the solution resistance between the counter and reference electrodes or between the reference and working electrodes. There are many
parameters that affect and contribute to the solution resistivity ($R_s$) and they generally include electrolyte ion type, electrolyte concentration, and deposition active surface area.

In addition, as ions diffuse in an electrolyte solution, they could be adsorbed onto the electrode surface forming a double layer. The existence of this electrical double layer at the interface would separate the ions from the charged electrode by an insulating space, forming a capacitor ($C_{dl}$). Many parameters, such as ionic concentration, electrode potential, and impurity adsorption, could affect the magnitude of the capacitor.97,98

Another type of resistance that exists in the electrochemical cell is the charge transfer resistance ($R_{ct}$), which occurs when the electrons enter the electrolyte solution and the metal ions start to diffuse into the electrolyte after their dissolution according to: $M \rightleftharpoons M_n^{+} + n e^{-}$. This type of resistance is our main interest in order to characterize the as-prepared photoanodes charge transfer process efficiency.

Finally, the Warburg impedance ($Z_w$) element represents the mass transfer resistance used in the equivalent circuit model. In contrast to electrolyte resistance ($R_s$) and double layer capacitance ($C_{dl}$), the Warburg impedance ($Z_w$) is a non-ideal circuit element as it changes with the frequency, $\omega$. However, the identification of $Z_w$ is difficult because it is always accompanied with the charge-transfer resistance and double-layer capacitance.

As the majority of electrochemical cells do not have a uniform current, leading to the urgent need for EIS mathematical representation that can be fitted theoretically to a simulated model. Nyquist plot is the conventional mathematical data representation for resistance quantification. Typically, the imaginary part of impedance $Z_{im}$ is plotted against the real part $Z_{re}$ at different values of frequencies $\omega$. In a standard Nyquist plot, the semicircle portion at higher frequencies corresponds to electron transfer limited process, figure 2.3 shows the Nyquist Plot for an equivalent circuit with $R_{ct} = 100 \, \Omega$, where the charge-transfer resistance can found by reading the real axis value at the high frequency intercept.93
Figure 2.4 Nyquist plot for an equivalent circuit with $R_{ct} = 100 \, \Omega$.\footnote{Reproduced with permission from: Bard, A. J., and Faulkner, L. R. Electrochemical Methods: Fundamentals and Applications. 2nd, New York, John Wiley, 2001. Copyright (2001) by John Wiley.}
2.2 Characterization of Physical Structures

The morphologies and crystal structural information of TCO nanostructures have been extensively studied by using several advanced materials characterization techniques.

2.2.1 Scanning electron microscopy

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is one of the major techniques used for surface morphology analysis. Different models of Zeiss microscopes are used in this present work including, LEO FESEM 1530, Ultra Plus FESEM, and Merlin FESEM. Figure 2.5 shows the Zeiss Merlin microscope equipped with a field-emission electron source and a Gemini-II electron optics column. This state-of-the-art electron microscope is capable of high performance at an extremely low acceleration voltage and a high spatial resolution of less than 0.8 nm (at 20 kV). This microscope is also equipped with an EDAX Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) system with a solid-state detector for elemental analysis of the near-surface (down to about 1-2 micrometers). When an accelerated focused beam of electrons is scanned across the sample with a typical spot size of 1 nm, the secondary electrons (SEs), with kinetic energy less than 50 eV, so generated can be used to construct an image that closely reflects the surface morphology. Different types of secondary electrons (containing different surface information) can be detected by positioning a Everhart-Thornley type SE detector inside the electron column (in-lens detector) and outside the electron column (SE2 detector), which are sensitive to SE1 and SE2 electrons, respectively. SE1 and SE2 electrons are secondary electrons that are generated, respectively, directly upon a single high-energy incident electron impact and indirectly upon multiple electron collisions near the surface. The high-energy electrons can also interact much more directly with the sample, which lead to electronic excitations. The subsequent inelastically backscattered electrons (corresponding to incident electrons that suffer an energy loss and with kinetic energy greater than 50 eV) contain information about the excited electronic states and are therefore element-specific. The backscattered electrons are detected with an energy-filtered backscattered (EsB) detector. The high-energy electrons also excite the core-shell electrons to unoccupied electronic states in the sample. The subsequent de-excitation through a radiative decay pathway provides the basic principle of EDS. By detecting the X-ray emission at element-specific, characteristic photon energies, it is possible to quantitatively identify the elemental compositions of the sample.
Figure 2.5 Photograph of the Zeiss Merlin field-emission scanning electron microscope, equipped with both in-lens and out-of-lens secondary electron detectors, an energy-selective backscattered (EsB) detector, and an EDAX energy-dispersive X-ray analysis system.

2.2.2 Helium ion microscopy

Helium ion microscopy (HIM) is a new type of scanning charged-particle-beam microscopy that is based on a high-energy, finely focused He\(^+\) beam for surface morphology characterization.\(^{101}\) Figure 2.6 shows a Zeiss Orion Plus microscope that is capable of an ultrahigh spatial resolution of 0.24 nm due to the short de Broglie wavelength of the helium ions. A proprietary gas ion source is used to generate a focused beam of He\(^+\) ions by field ionization of He gas by a cryogenically cooled, atomically sharp tungsten tip at high bias (≈ 25 kV).\(^{102,103}\) A special procedure is used to obtain the atomically sharp, trimer tip and the He\(^+\) ions are formed at one of the three atoms in the trimer. The He\(^+\) ion beam is accelerated, focused and directed to scan over the sample surface. The high energy He\(^+\) ion impact produces secondary electrons, which are collected by an Everhart-Thornley detector to build up a HIM image. An additional microchannel plate detector is used to detect backscattered ions, which can be used to provide elemental contrast based on the atomic number of element in the sample. The advantage of HIM is the much shorter de Broglie wavelength of the He\(^+\) ions compared to electrons (at the same kinetic energy), and is not affected by any diffraction effects, which is a limiting factor in most traditional SEMs arising from the wave-like properties of the electron.\(^{101}\) This leads to not only significantly better spatial resolution but also considerably larger depth of focus.
2.2.3 Transmission electron microscopy

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurements have been performed for detailed crystal structure investigation and surface planes identification of TCO nanostructures. In TEM, a high-energy (200 kV) electron beam interacts directly with the sample when it passes through an ultrathin specimen (usually less than 100 nm thick). In the present work, all the electrodeposited TCO samples have been scraped off from the substrates and transferred onto carbon TEM grids. Both bright-field, low-magnification and high-resolution TEM studies have been conducted by using a Zeiss Libra 200 MC microscope, shown in Figure 2.7.
2.2.4 X-ray diffraction crystallography

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is not a surface-sensitive technique but is a powerful tool for bulk crystallography as a hard X-ray beam could penetrate deep into the materials in order of micrometers. In the present work, the as-prepared nanostructured films are usually present in a very small amount on top of the substrates (signals from the latter would overwhelm the diffraction patterns), a glancing-incidence geometry is needed in order to maximize the signal intensity of the nanostructured films and to minimize those from the substrates. This type of evanescent diffraction provides a penetration depth less than 100 nm, where the diffracted intensities are measured by scanning a detector in a plane parallel to the surface in the so-called in-plane diffraction mode. With the incidence angle of the X-ray beam kept at a very shallow angle (close to the critical angle of the sample), the detector is swept over the 2θ angle. In the present work, we use glancing-incidence X-ray XRD in a PANalytical X’Pert Pro MRD diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation (1.54 Å) at an incidence angle ω less than 1° to determine the crystal structures of the nanostructured material, as shown in Figure 2.8. Although the ITO/glass substrate has very strong peaks, this configuration increases the detectable intensity of the nanostructured material significantly.
2.3 Chemical Composition and Elemental Analysis

Two major techniques have been used for chemical composition analysis of the as-prepared materials, and they are Scanning Auger Microscopy (SAM) and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS). The latter is also known as Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis (ESCA). Figure 2.9 illustrates schematically the basic processes involved in the production of characteristic X-rays (as detected in EDS in SEM), Auger electrons (as detected in SAM), and photoelectrons (as detected in XPS). In a typical SEM or SAM process, a high-energy beam of electrons is directed at the sample (Figure 2.9a) and the incident electrons are scattered elastically and inelastically. When the incident electron with a kinetic energy of \( E_0 \) is scattered inelastically, the scattered electron would suffer an energy loss, resulting in a lower kinetic energy: \( E_s = E_0 - E_{\text{loss}} \). If the energy loss suffered by the inelastically scattered electron is sufficiently large, an electron from a core level of the sample is ejected, creating an excited ionic state, in an electron-impact ionization process (Figure 2.9b). Two deexcitation pathways are possible for the excited ionic state. In a direct radiative decay or an X-ray emission process (Figure 2.9c), an electron from a higher energy level fills the core hole, releasing an
X-ray photon (corresponding to the difference in the two energy levels). In an indirect radiationless decay or Auger emission process (Figure 2.9d), an electron from a higher energy level fills the core hole while the energy release is sufficient to eject a second electron, called the Auger electron that carries the remaining excess energy. An excited ionic state can also be created by the absorption of an X-ray photon when the sample is bombarded by X-ray photons in a resonant photoabsorption process (Figure 2.9e). The subsequent deexcitation by emission of an electron from either the core or valence levels of the sample produces the photoelectron (Figure 2.9f).

Figure 2.9 Schematic illustrations of (a) high energy electron impact process, (b) removal of an core-level electron leading to an excited ionic state, (c) deexcitation by characteristic X-ray emission, and (d) deexcitation by Auger electron emission, (e) resonant absorption of an X-ray photon and (f) deexcitation by emission of a photoelectron.
2.3.1 Scanning auger microscopy

A Thermo MicroLab 350 Microprobe, capable of a high lateral resolution of 5 nm in SEM mode and 15 nm in SAM mode, shown in Figure 2.10, is used to conduct SAM analysis. A focused beam of high-energy electrons is generated in a field-emission electron source coupled to an electron optics column. Upon high-energy electron impact ionization of the sample, an excited ion state with a core hole is created (Figure 2.9b), and the excited ion state undergoes deexcitation via Auger decay (Figure 2.9d). The emitted Auger electrons possess kinetic energies characteristic of the differences in the energy levels of the sample involved and can therefore be used as a fingerprint, similar to X-ray emission lines used in EDS (Figure 2.9c). The Auger spectrum is usually plotted in intensity derivative mode as a function of the kinetic energy of the detected electrons. Auger electron spectra can be collected point by point over the entire sampling area of interest and the selected Auger features of interest can be used to construct elemental maps. As the kinetic energy of the Auger electron usually falls within 50 and 2000 eV, at which the inelastic mean free path is the shortest (~2 nm), SAM is therefore extremely surface-sensitive, in contrast to EDS (with a typical probe depth of 400-1000 nm).¹¹¹

![Photograph of a Thermo MicroLab 350 Microprobe](image)

Figure 2.10 Photograph of a Thermo MicroLab 350 Microprobe used for elemental analysis of nanostructured materials.
2.3.2 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

The chemical-state compositions of nanostructured materials are analyzed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) using a Thermo-VG Scientific ESCALab 250 Microprobe with a monochromatic Al Kα source (1486.6 eV), as shown in Figure 2.11. In XPS, a photon beam of monochromatic Al Kα radiation is focused onto the sample (Figure 2.9e), leading to the emission of photoelectrons from their surface (Figure 2.9f). The kinetic energy of the photoelectrons is measured by using a hemispherical electron energy analyzer. The corresponding binding energy is calculated using the Einstein equation, as follows:

\[ E_{\text{binding}} = E_{\text{h\nu}} - (E_{\text{kinetic}} + \varphi) \]

where \( E_{\text{binding}} \) is the binding energy of the electron, \( h\nu \) is the energy of the X-ray photons (i.e. 1486.6 eV for Al Kα; \( h \) is the Planck’s constant and \( \nu \) is the light frequency), \( E_{\text{kinetic}} \) is the kinetic energy of the photoelectron as measured by the analyzer, and \( \varphi \) is the work function dependent on both the spectrometer and the material.\textsuperscript{112}

Because of the short inelastic mean free path of the photoelectrons with the kinetic energy range of interest (<10 nm), XPS is a very surface-sensitive technique. Using an Argon ion source to sputter away materials interleavingly between XPS spectral measurements, i.e. XPS depth profiling, it is possible to follow the chemical-state composition change as a function of sputtering depth and thereby in the depth direction in the near-surface region of the sample.
2.4 Characterization of Electrical and Optical Properties

2.4.1 Conductive atomic force microscopy

The prepared thin film topography and their diode behavior have been investigated by conductive atomic force microscopy (C-AFM) in an Asylum Research Cypher S-AFM microscope. In a typical C-AFM, the sample surface is scanned at a preselected sample-to-tip separation by using a conductive (Ti-Ir) tip, where a voltage is applied between the tip and the sample.\textsuperscript{113} The current vs voltage curve so obtained would identify the as-grown diode electrical property of the material. A topography image is generated, which can give detailed information for identifying specific locations on sample surface with different conductivity. The main advantage of this technique is their high spatial resolution (<10 nm) with an excellent capability of measuring currents from ~1 pA to 20 nA, which can be used to identify any local shunting that may occur.\textsuperscript{114}
2.4.2 Hall Effect measurements

For resistivity and carrier concentration measurements, a Hall effect measurement system (Ecopia HMS-5300) employing the four-point probe method in a van der Pauw configuration is used, as shown in Figure 2.12.\(^{115}\) Gold contacts are sputter-deposited by magnetron sputtering (with a current of 50 mA for 120 s) onto the corners of the electrodeposited nanostructured materials on ITO/glass substrates.

![Figure 2.12](image)

**Figure 2.12** (a) Photograph of the Ecopia HMS-5300 Hall effect measurement system, (b) sample mounting fixture with upper cooling reservoir.

2.4.3 Ultra-Violet/Visible (UV/Vis) spectroscopy

The optical properties of the as-prepared materials including their light absorbance and reflectance are investigated by using a UV/Visible spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elmer Lambda 45) with a wavelength range of 190-1100 nm and a variable bandwidth of 0.5-4 nm, and with a monochromator for reducing stray light.\(^{116}\) Maximizing the light absorbance is one of the important goals to achieving enhanced performance in photovoltaics. The light absorbance of any material can be calculated using, \(A = -\log T\), where \(A\) is the absorbance, and \(T\) is transmittance of the sample. The molar absorptivity is related to the concentration using the modified Beer-Lambert law: \(A = \varepsilon cl\), where \(\varepsilon\) is molar absorptivity, \(c\) is the concentration, and \(l\) is the absorption path length of the sample. On the other hand, minimizing the amount of light reflected away from the surface can increase the solar cell efficiency. Many antireflection technologies have been introduced and they include coating the cell with antireflection materials or texturing the top surface of the cell to ensure light trapping within the cell until the light is fully absorbed.\(^{117}\)
2.5 Measurement of Photovoltaic Properties

For performance evaluation of the fabricated solar cells, a combined testing instrument from PV Measurements Inc. that is capable of current-voltage measurement (IV-5) and quantum efficiency (QEX-10), shown in Figure 2.13, is used.

![Combined testing instrument from PV Measurements Inc.](image)

**Figure 2.13** Photograph of a combined solar cell testing instrument from PV Measurements Inc. capable of current-voltage (I-V) characterisation with a solar simulator (IV-5, right) and a quantum efficiency measurement system (QEX-10, left).

The current-voltage characteristics, including the photon-to-electron conversion efficiency (PCE) are determined by using a Solar Cell I-V Testing System Model IV-5, equipped with a class ABA solar simulator for a continuous 10 cm × 10 cm illumination beam, an Air Mass (AM) 1.5 global spectral filter, and an irradiance monitor. Prior to the I-V measurement, the system is calibrated with a Si reference cell (PVM782 with a BK7 window), which is mounted on a vacuum test fixture TF5I (5 cm × 5 cm) for use with voltage probes and a provision to mount the irradiance monitor. The data is collected using a computer system running the PVM IV software, with a usable voltage range of ±2 V or ±20V and current ranges of ±1 μA to ±1 A. Typically, silver paste and/or a sputter-coated gold film is employed to form the contacts, appropriate for the inorganic p-n junction device structures on hand. For organic DSSCs, the typical procedure of device construction is performed, starting with dipping the prepared nanostructured TCO photoanodes in the dye solution for sufficient time to ensure efficient dye loading, and a thin film of Pt (200 nm thick) sputter-coated on ITO is used as the counter electrode. Both electrodes are sealed together using commercial hot-
melt sealing films (Meltonix, Solaronix SA, Switzerland) and liquid iodide/tri-iodide electrolyte is injected between the two electrodes for hole transfer and dye regeneration process.

The capability of a photovoltaic device to produce a voltage is often characterized by the I-V curve under two measurement conditions. First, when the cell is short-circuited under illumination, the maximum current of the cell so obtained is called the short-circuit current (I_{sc}). Second, under no current flow condition, the maximum voltage so obtained is called the open circuit voltage (V_{oc}). In addition, the fill factor (FF) of the cell corresponds to the ideal factor of diode behavior and it can be calculated using: $\text{FF} = \frac{\text{P}_{\text{max}}}{\text{V}_{\text{OC}} \times \text{I}_{\text{SC}}}$, where $\text{V}_{\text{max}}$ and $\text{I}_{\text{max}}$ are the voltage and current at maximum power. The maximum power point is calculated at the knee position of the I-V curve as $\text{P}_{\text{max}} = \text{V}_{\text{OC}} \times \text{I}_{\text{SC}} \times \text{FF}$, which is the product of the current, the voltage, and the fill factor that gives the maximum power. These parameters are illustrated in Figure 2.14. The photon-to-electron conversion efficiency (PCE) of a solar cell is calculated using the equation: $\text{PCE} (%) = \frac{\text{V}_{\text{OC}} \times \text{I}_{\text{SC}} \times \text{FF}}{\text{P}_{\text{in}}}$, where $\text{P}_{\text{in}}$ is the input power and is nominally set to 100 mW/cm$^2$.

![Figure 2.14](image)

**Figure 2.14** Current–voltage characteristic of a typical silicon solar cell.  

---

Another important technique used for solar cell characterization is the quantum efficiency (QE) measurement, which can be classified into two categories: external quantum efficiency (EQE) and internal quantum efficiency (IQE). EQE corresponds to the number of electron-hole pairs successfully collected per photon incident on the solar cell, while IQE is the number of electron-hole pairs successfully collected per photon absorbed by the solar cell, both as functions of wavelength. The two quantities are related to each other by the equation: 

$$ EQE = (1 - R) \times IQE, $$

where R is the light reflectance. The solar cell quantum efficiency measurement system (PV Measurement, Inc. QEX10) is equipped with an AC and/or DC measurement mode with voltage bias capability, which provides the ability to measure both external QE and internal QE simultaneously using specular reflection. For mounting the device for testing, a vacuum test fixture is used, along with a lab jack for raising and lowering the device under test on the z-axis to optimize beam focusing.

A typical EQE curve would follow a square step function of external quantum efficiency vs wavelength. The quantum efficiencies for most solar cells are reduced due to recombination loss and they are usually not measured below 350 nm, as shown in Figure 2.15.

![Figure 2.15](image)

**Figure 2.15** Spectral dependence of the quantum efficiency for an n-CdS/p-CdTe heterojunction, illustrating the contributions of collection function decreasing with increasing wavelength and increasing with applied reverse bias.

Chapter 3

Effect of Electrolyte Conductivity on Controlled Electrochemical Synthesis of Zinc Oxide Nanotubes and Nanorods

3.1 Introduction

Over the past two decades, syntheses of nanostructured materials and their morphology control have remained one of the most active research areas with applications in many fields. Zinc oxide (ZnO) is one of the most promising n-type transparent semiconducting materials with a large direct band gap (3.37 eV) and a large exciton binding energy (60 meV) at room temperature. ZnO is also a bio-safe and biocompatible material. Furthermore, ZnO is widely known for its diverse and versatile morphologies, including nanowires and nanorods, nanotubes, nanobelts, nanorings and nanobows, nanohelixes, nanosprings, nanowalls, nanodisks, and nanopropellers. Among these diverse ZnO nanostructures, nanotubes are particularly interesting. Nanotubes are often classified as one-dimensional object similar to nanowires and nanorods, but the side walls making up the hexagonal cross-sectional shape of the nanotubes may be regarded as two-dimensional objects similar to the nanowalls and nanodisks. This unique structure with not only large outer but also large inner surface areas, along with its optical transparency and direct band gap, make ZnO nanotubes an excellent nanomaterial for solar cell and other applications.

Several solution-based methods, including electrochemical and hydrothermal methods, have been used to synthesize ZnO nanotubes. High-temperature methods such as chemical and physical vapor deposition have also been employed for fabricating low-dimensional nanostructured ZnO materials. In contrast to the solution-based methods, vapor deposition is often limited by the types of compatible substrates and by the cost of large-scale production. Electrodeposition offers a simpler approach under lower-temperature conditions to producing ZnO nanostructured materials for many applications. In addition to low-temperature processing, the other advantages of electrodeposition are low equipment cost, scalability, and facile and precise control of...
The general electrochemical growth in an aqueous solution is well understood in terms of a two-step mechanism: Zn(OH)$_2$ formation from Zn$^{2+}$ and OH$^-$ followed by dehydration of Zn(OH)$_2$ to ZnO. The catalyst-induced growth of a variety of ZnO nanostructures on inexpensive substrates including indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass or plastics by electrodeposition have already been established, and their use has also been demonstrated in photovoltaic applications. Recently, our group has demonstrated one-step, catalyst- and seed-layer-free electrochemical synthesis of ZnO nanostructures of both two-dimensional or 2D (nanowalls and nanodisks) and one-dimensional or 1D (nanospikes, nanobelts, nanopillars, nanowires) on ITO-glass substrates. In these electrochemical approaches, the supporting electrolyte is primarily used to increase the conductivity to a sufficient level to allow the deposition to proceed. Only one work has reported the effect of anions (Cl$^-$, NO$_3^-$, CH$_3$COO$^-$) on the electrodeposition of ZnO nanowires in a primary electrolyte with the same anions as the supporting electrolyte. In particular, Elias et al. showed that the adsorption of different anions on the ZnO surface could lead to nanowires with different diameters, because these anions affect the O$_2$ reduction rate in the formation of Zn(OH)$_2$ and the subsequent dehydration of Zn(OH)$_2$ to ZnO.

In the present work, we employ supporting electrolytes with different anions at constant pH and investigate the importance of electrolyte conductivity as a means to control the different morphologies of the electrodeposits (nanorods vs nanotubes). We successfully produce ZnO nanotubes on ITO-glass, for the first time, by delicately manipulating the electrolyte conductivity. To date, there are a very limited number of studies on electrochemical synthesis of ZnO nanotubes. These methods require external O$_2$ bubbling, or two-step selective dissolution of ZnO nanorods, or a self-etching process involving over 2 hours of deposition. Our method offers a direct, facile, catalyst- and seed-layer-free procedure, without the need for O$_2$ bubbling or any etching to produce the ZnO nanotubes. We further demonstrate the efficacy of these ZnO nanotubes as an active photoanode material in a dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC) application.

### 3.2 Materials and Methods

ZnO nanostructures were electrodeposited on ITO-glass substrates at 70, 80, and 90º C in an aqueous solution (20 mL) of 0.5 mM ZnCl$_2$ mixed with a 0.1 M supporting electrolyte, at a constant pH (5-6). Three different supporting electrolytes with monovalent anions, including KCl, KNO$_3$ and KClO$_4$, and two supporting electrolytes with divalent anions, K$_2$SO$_4$ and K$_2$C$_2$O$_4$, were used for
nanotube and nanorod synthesis, respectively. The pH and conductivity of the electrolyte solutions were measured by using an Orion 4-Star Plus pH/conductivity dual meter. We employed a three-electrode electrochemical cell, with an ITO-glass working electrode, an Ag/AgCl reference electrode, and a Pt-wire counter electrode. Amperometry technique was conducted at –1.0 V vs Ag/AgCl for different deposition times in an electrochemical workstation (CH Instruments 1140). After deposition, the nanodeposits were rinsed thoroughly in filtered deionized water and stored in a nitrogen atmosphere to dry for at least 24 hours prior to characterization.

The surface morphologies of ZnO nanostructured films were examined by using Helium ion microscopy (HIM) in a Zeiss Orion Plus microscope and field-emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in a Zeiss LEO FESEM 1530 microscope. The corresponding crystal structures were characterized by glancing-incidence X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a PANalytical X’Pert Pro MRD diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation (1.54 Å) at an incidence angle ω of 0.6°. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurement were performed on ZnO nanotubes and nanorods transferred onto holey carbon grids in a FEI Tecnai F20 microscope operated at 200 kV. The surface compositions of the ZnO nanodeposits were analyzed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) using a Thermo-VG Scientific ESCALab 250 Microprobe with a monochromatic Al Kα source (1486.6 eV). In addition, using our ZnO nanotubes as the photoanode material, we constructed a typical DSSC device. The current-voltage characteristics were analyzed using a solar cell I-V measurement system (PV Measurements IV5) equipped with a class ABA solar simulator and an Air Mass (AM) 1.5 global spectral filter.

3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Material characterization

3.3.1.1 Morphology

Figure 3.1a and 3.1b compares the HIM images of ZnO nanorods and nanotubes obtained by electrodeposition at –1.0 V (vs Ag/AgCl) for 1 h at 80 °C in an electrolyte solution of 0.5 mM ZnCl₂ mixed with 0.1 M K₂SO₄ and 0.1 M KCl, respectively. The insets show close-up views of the top of the respective single nanostructures. Both the nanotubes and nanorods are found to be uniformly distributed and near-monosized, and have similar length (1.0–1.5 μm) and average diameters of 150 nm and 75 nm, respectively. The cross sections of the nanotubes and nanorods show a hexagonal
structure, consistent with the wurtzite crystal structure of ZnO, and their surfaces appear rough. We further employed HIM to ion-mill a nanotube at a slower scan rate with a higher ion current (2.2 pA for ion-milling vs. 0.5 pA for imaging) for 0, 180, and 480 s (Figure 3.1c-e, respectively), in order to examine the hole depth along the ZnO nanotube. The etching of nanotube indicates that the hole extends to the bottom of the nanotube, and the tube formation appears to begin in the early stage of growth. While these nanostructures are randomly oriented, a majority lie near-horizontally with respect to the substrate. Interestingly, the areal density of the deposited nanotubes is considerably lower than that of the nanorods. Given our deposition conditions are identical except for the nature of the supporting electrolytes; the supporting electrolytes therefore affect not only the formation of nanotubes and nanorods but also their numbers of nucleation sites. In separate experiments, we have repeated the deposition under the same conditions but with different supporting electrolytes of other monovalent anions (NO$_3^-$, ClO$_4^-$) and divalent anion (C$_2$O$_4^{2-}$). Deposition with monovalent supporting electrolytes gives nanotubes while that with divalent supporting electrolytes leads to nanorods, all with similar respective morphologies and areal densities as shown in Figure 3.1.

To investigate the underlying mechanism that drives the observed differences in morphology and nucleation density of the nanotubes and nanorods, we perform conductance measurements for the aforementioned electrolytes in a constant-pH acidic condition at room temperature. Equivalent conductance values are found to be similar for all supporting electrolytes with monovalent anions: Cl$^-$ (62.8 S cm$^2$ mol$^{-1}$), ClO$_4^-$ (59.1 S cm$^2$ mol$^{-1}$), and NO$_3^-$ (59.2 S cm$^2$ mol$^{-1}$). However, considerably larger equivalent conductance values are observed for supporting electrolytes with divalent anions: SO$_4^{2-}$ (207.6 S cm$^2$ mol$^{-1}$) and C$_2$O$_4^{2-}$ (207.4 S cm$^2$ mol$^{-1}$). This result indicates that the differences in ion diffusion (as reflected by the conductance values) have significant effects on the morphologies of the electrodeposits and their nucleation densities, i.e. less conducting electrolytes with monovalent anions give rise to less densely distributed nanotubes while more conducting electrolytes with divalent anions produce more densely packed nanorods. Our observation is in good agreement with our cyclic voltammetric and amperometric results for ZnO nanotubes and nanorods (not shown). These results confirm that the current is controlled by the nature and kinetics of the ion diffusion, both of which are strongly influenced by the state of the cathode surface and the adsorption of different anions on the ZnO surface. In other words, the highly conducting media enhance the diffusion of Zn$^{2+}$ ions to the cathode surface and build up the (0001) plane, resulting in 1D nanorod
growth. In contrast, less conducting media hinder the ion diffusion and, together with the termination of the (0001) plane due to adsorption of monovalent anions, lead to the nanotube growth.

![Image of nanorods and nanotubes](image_url)

**Figure 3.1** HIM images of (a) ZnO nanorods and (b) nanotubes electrodeposited on ITO-glass substrates at −1.0 V (vs Ag/AgCl) for 1 h at 80 °C in a 0.5 mM ZnCl₂ solution mixed with 0.1 M KCl and 0.1 M K₂SO₄, respectively. (c-e) Ion milling of a ZnO nanotube for 0, 180, and 480 s, respectively, to depict its hole depth.

We have also studied the effects of deposition time and temperature on the growth of nanorods and nanotubes. Our results for the nanorods have been reported elsewhere. For nanotubes (Figure 3.2a-c), increasing the deposition time while maintaining the same deposition temperature increases the areal density but reduces their average length. These results suggest that the nucleation rate is faster than the growth rate, which reflects a progressive nucleation growth mechanism. For the same deposition time (60 min, Figure 3.2d-f), reducing the deposition temperature from 80 °C (Figure 2e) to 70 °C (Figure 3.2d) appears to decrease the average length slightly and increase the areal density. On the other hand, increasing the deposition temperature to 90 °C (Figure 3.2f) produces clustering of nanotubes over a smaller number of nucleation sites (i.e. a lower density) but with a similar average length to that of the nanotubes grown at 80 °C. This suggests that the kinetics of the hydroxide formation affect the length of the ZnO nanotubes and their nucleation morphologies (i.e. singles vs clusters). These vertically oriented nanotube flowers, with 50–100 nm in diameter and 1.0–1.2 μm in length for individual nanotubes, are excellent candidates as photoanode materials for solar cell applications.
Figure 3.2 SEM images of ZnO nanotubes electrodeposited on ITO-glass substrates at –1.0 V (vs Ag/AgCl) in a 0.5 mM ZnCl₂ solution mixed with 0.1 M KCl at 80 °C for (a) 30, (b) 120, and (c) 150 min, and at (d) 70, (e) 80, and (f) 90 °C for 60 min.

3.3.1.2 Crystallography

Figure (3.3a) compares the glancing-incidence XRD patterns of electrodeposited ZnO nanotubes and nanorods obtained with different supporting electrolytes of monovalent (NO₃⁻, Cl⁻, ClO₄⁻) and divalent anions (SO₄²⁻, C₂O₄²⁻). Despite the intense XRD peaks from the ITO substrate, we observe weaker XRD features due to the ZnO nanotubes and nanorods. These weaker XRD features are consistent with the hexagonal wurtzite structure in the reference pattern for ZnO powder (JCPDS 01-076-0704). In particular, the features at 31.7°, 34.4°, 36.2° and 56.5° are assigned, respectively, to the ZnO (100), (002), (101) and (110) planes, consistent with the most prominent XRD features in the reference powder spectrum. Among the four aforementioned ZnO features, the (0001) feature is the strongest for the nanorods, while the (0001) and (10 –11) features for the nanotubes are found to have very similar intensities. In our early work on 2D and 1D ZnO nanostructures, we also observe that the most intense ZnO feature corresponds to the (10 –11) plane for the 2D nanostructures (nanowalls and nanodisks) and to the (0001) plane for the 1D nanostructure.
The similarity in intensity found for the (0001) and (10 –11) features for the nanotubes therefore suggests that the nanotubes exhibit 2D-like characteristics similar to the nanowalls, which could be attributed to the nanotube walls.

On the other hand, the nanorods effectively follow the 1D growth, characteristics of the nanopillars reported earlier. The intensity ratio of the (0001) to (10 –11) features for the nanorods (1.3) is larger than that for the nanotubes (0.9), which is consistent with the larger component of the (0001) plane for the nanorods than the nanotubes (with hollow center). However, the intensity ratio of the (0001) to (10 –11) features for the nanotubes (0.9) is found to be discernibly larger from that for the nanowalls (0.5), suggesting that there is a relative larger contribution to the (0001) feature for the nanotubes than that for the nanowalls. This could be explained by our proposed “blind nanotube” model, as illustrated in Figure 3.3d. In this growth model, initiation of ZnO growth begins by stacking hexagonal disks in the [0001] direction (i.e., perpendicular to the substrate) producing nanorods. As the growth continues in the less conducting electrolytes with monovalent anions, the termination rate of the (0001) plane could become faster than the Zn(OH)$_2$ formation rate. This produces growth with a higher contribution in the (10 –11) plane, which leads to the formation of ZnO hexagonal rings. Stacking of these hexagonal rings eventually produces the blind nanotube. On the other hand, the termination rates of the (0001) plane in the more conducting electrolytes with divalent anions are not sufficiently fast to overtake the Zn(OH)$_2$ formation rate. The growth therefore remains in the [0001] direction, forming the ZnO nanorods. The presence of these hexagonal disk-like and ring-like nanostructures is quite evident from the corresponding SEM images of nanotubes (Figure 3.3 b) and nanorods (Figure 3.3 c). Furthermore, our model is also consistent with our TEM measurement, along with their respective selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns, for a typical ZnO nanotube and a nanorod, as shown in Figure 3.3e and 3.3f, respectively. In particular, the SAED patterns for both nanotube and nanorod reveal a growth direction perpendicular to the (002) plane, i.e., along their respective length in the [0001] direction. The different growth orientations in the (100), (002), (101) and (110) planes in both nanotubes and nanorods are also found to be in good agreement with our XRD results (Figure 3.3a).
Figure 3.3 (a) Glancing-incidence XRD patterns, (b, c) SEM images, (d) growth models, and (e, f) TEM images, with the corresponding selected area electron diffraction patterns shown in insets, for as-electrodeposited ZnO nanotubes and nanorods obtained with supporting electrolytes with, respectively, monovalent (NO$_3^-$, Cl$^-$, ClO$_4^-$) and divalent anions (SO$_4^{2-}$, C$_2$O$_4^{2-}$).

3.3.1.3 Chemical-state compositions analysis

Chemical-state compositions are also determined for typical ZnO nanotubes and nanorods obtained with supporting electrolytes of Cl$^-$ and SO$_4^{2-}$ anions, respectively. Their corresponding depth-profiling XPS spectra shown in Figure 3.4 are found to be similar. Evidently, the Zn 2p$_{3/2}$ feature observed near 1022.3 eV corresponds to Zn$^{2+}$ oxidation state, consistent with ZnO. Further sputtering does not change the binding energy position of the Zn 2p$_{3/2}$ feature but gradually reduces its intensity as shown in Figure 3.4a and 3.4d. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 3.4b and 3.4e, the two O 1s features found at 530.7 eV and 532.0 eV upon light sputtering of 60 s could be attributed to ZnO and to OH$^-$ adsorbed on ZnO, respectively, which is in good accord with the literature.$^{162}$
Additional sputtering evidently reduces the ZnO O 1s component without discernible reduction to the adsorbed OH – O 1s component, indicating that OH adsorbed primarily on the perimeter of the ZnO nanostructures, as illustrated in Figure 3.4f. To investigate the importance of the termination effect provided by the anions, we also measure the Cl 2p and S 2p spectra for the respective nanotube and nanorod samples. For the nanotube sample, the presence of a weak but discernible Cl 2p feature (Figure 3.4c) confirms the termination of Cl – ions in the growth mechanism for the nanotubes, as similarly found for other 2D ZnO nanostructures (e.g. nanowalls). The adsorption of Cl – ions preferentially on the ZnO(0001) plane leads to a higher contribution in the (10 –11) plane, effectively producing 2D growth of the hexagonal ring as illustrated in Figure 3.4f. However, for the nanorod sample, the absence of S 2p (or Cl 2p) intensity for the as-deposited sample indicates that termination by such anion SO4 2– (or Cl –) does not occur for the 1D ZnO nanostructure growth, again consistent with earlier studies found for, e.g., nanowires.130

Figure 3.4 XPS spectra of Zn 2p3/2, O 1s, and Cl 2p regions collected for the as-prepared (a-c) ZnO nanotubes and (d, e) nanorods, respectively, and upon sputtering for 60, 900, 1800, and 3000 s. (f) Schematic diagram of the chlorine termination effect on the as-prepared ZnO nanotubes and nanorods on ITO-glass.
3.3.2 Growth mechanism

The electrochemical deposition of ZnO nanostructured materials from a ZnCl\(_2\) solution with different supporting electrolytes is well understood according to the following reaction mechanism.\(^{163}\) Following the dissolution of ZnCl\(_2\): \(\text{ZnCl}_2(aq) \rightarrow \text{Zn}^{2+}(aq) + 2\text{Cl}^- (aq)\), formation of the hydroxide ions can proceed via the following reaction:

\[
2\text{H}_2\text{O}(l) + 2\text{e}^- \rightarrow \text{H}_2 \uparrow + 2\text{OH}^-(aq)
\] (1)

Zn(OH)\(_2\) is then formed from the Zn\(^{2+}\) and the hydroxide ions, following the reaction:

\[
\text{Zn}^{2+}(aq) + 2\text{OH}^-(aq) \rightarrow \text{Zn(OH)}_2(s) \quad \text{slow}
\] (2)

Finally, dehydration reaction of Zn(OH)\(_2\) leads to production of ZnO:

\[
\text{Zn(OH)}_2 \rightarrow \text{ZnO}(s) + \text{H}_2\text{O}(l) \quad \text{fast}
\] (3)

It is well known that two-dimensional nanostructures of ZnO (e.g. nanowalls) are due to preferential adsorption of Cl\(^-\) (or any appropriate anion) on the (0001) plane, which leads to termination of growth in this direction and a higher contribution in the (10 –11) plane. Furthermore, the Zn(OH)\(_2\) generation must be sufficiently slow to expose the effect of growth termination in the (0001) plane leading to 2D nanostructures. For example, for a ZnCl\(_2\) electrolyte concentration of 50 mM, the Cl\(^-\) adsorption rate on the (0001) plane is higher than the ZnO growth rate on the same plane, which results in the formation of 2D nanowalls as shown in Figure 3.5a, inset. On the other hand, for a sufficiently low ZnCl\(_2\) electrolyte concentration (5 mM), the Cl\(^-\) adsorption rate on the (0001) plane becomes insufficient to overcome the ZnO growth rate on the same plane, which leads to the formation of 1D nanorods as shown in Figure 3.5b.
Figure 3.5 SEM images of (a) ZnO nanowalls and (b) nanorods electrodeposited on ITO-glass substrates at −1.0 V (vs Ag/AgCl) for 1 h at 80 °C in a 50 mM and a 5 mM ZnCl₂ solutions, respectively, each mixed with 0.1 M KCl.

For an even lower ZnCl₂ electrolyte concentration (0.5 mM), we show in Figure 3.1 that it is possible to obtain 1D nanorods and “pseudo 2D” nanotubes. By employing supporting electrolytes with the appropriate concentration to manipulate the overall electrolyte conductivity, we could achieve a fine balance between the Zn(OH)₂ generation rate and the Cl⁻ adsorption rate to create the pseudo 2D structure as exhibited by the nanotubes. Because the electrolytes contain the same amounts of Zn²⁺ and K⁺ cations for all the depositions in the present work, the difference in the conductivity must come from differences in the anions of the supporting electrolytes. The limiting ion conductivity in water at 298 K (values given in parentheses) for the anions of our supporting electrolytes follow the order: ClO₄⁻ (6.73 mS m² mol⁻¹) < NO₃⁻ (7.14 mS m² mol⁻¹) < Cl⁻ (7.634 mS m² mol⁻¹) < C₂O₄²⁻ (14.82 mS m² mol⁻¹) < SO₄²⁻ anions (15.96 mS m² mol⁻¹). A highly conducting electrolyte is expected to enhance the diffusion of Zn²⁺ and therefore lead to a higher Zn(OH)₂ generation and subsequently a higher ZnO deposition. If the conductivity is sufficiently high to attain a higher ZnO growth rate than the Cl⁻ adsorption rate (as in the divalent anion case), then we obtain the expected
1D nanorod formation. However, if the conductivity is barely sufficient such that the ZnO growth rate is slightly lower than the Cl$^-$ adsorption rate (as in the monovalent anion case), then the pseudo 2D nanotube formation would occur.

It is of interest to compare the present work with that of Elias et al., who reported the control of average diameters of nanowires by changing the electrolytes with anions Cl$^-$, SO$_4^{2-}$, and CH$_3$COO$^-$.

They suggested that the different adsorption rates of these anions (on the ZnO surface) result in different Zn(OH)$_2$ generation rates, which in turn affect the diameters of the nanowires. In the present work, our primary electrolyte is ZnCl$_2$ with the same concentrations for all the studies and we only change the supporting electrolytes. We therefore expect that the adsorption rate of the Cl$^-$ anions is much more important than those anions from the supporting electrolytes. This is in contrast to the work of Elias et al., who selected both primary and supporting electrolytes to provide the same anions. The effect observed by Elias et al. cannot therefore be used to account for the differences in the morphologies between the nanorods and nanotubes.

Another plausible contributing factor to the mechanism is the common ion effect, which could possibly be operative for our KCl supporting electrolyte. In this case, the increase in the Cl$^-$ (due to the KCl supporting electrolyte) cause an increase in the Zn$^{2+}$ production that leads to more Zn(OH)$_2$ generation. At the same time, the adsorption rate of Cl$^-$ is also expected to increase while maintaining the fine balance such that the ZnO growth rate is slightly lower than the Cl$^-$ adsorption rate. In order to further investigate the common ion effect hypothesis, we prepare, in a separate experiment, different concentrations of the KCl supporting electrolyte. We observe that ZnO nanotubes can be produced when the KCl concentration is increased to 3.5 M (from 0.1 M). However, when KCl concentration goes above 4 M (with an equivalent conductivity of 193.5 mS m$^{-2}$ mol$^{-1}$), only ZnO nanorods are obtained, which suggests that the common ion effect does not play a dominant role. This result instead confirms our earlier hypothesis that the electrolyte conductivity has a more prominent effect on the morphologies of the ZnO nanostructures.

3.3.3 Application to dye sensitized solar cell

ZnO has been demonstrated as the n-type semiconductor material for general photovoltaic applications. Indeed, with its excellent optical transparency, a wide direct band gap, high electron mobility and electron diffusion coefficient, ZnO offers better characteristics than TiO$_2$ for constructing DSSCs. ZnO nanotubes provide an obvious advantage due to their higher surface
area for DSSC application (with both inside surface and outside surface) than other 1D nanostructured materials such as nanorods (with just outside surface). The present work demonstrates that it is possible to control the diameter (100–200 nm) and length (1–1.5 μm) of the ZnO nanotubes with a narrow size distribution by electrodeposition, therefore producing an optimized size regime for DSSC application. In the present work, we prepare a DSSC using a standard procedure. The working electrode is obtained by soaking the as-prepared ZnO nanotubes (supported on an ITO-glass substrate) in a 0.3 mM solution of commercial dye (Z907, purchased from Solarnix) for 12 hours, while a Pt thin film (200 nm thick) sputter-deposited on the ITO-glass substrate is used as the counter electrode. A redox couple electrolyte (I/I₃) is then sandwiched between the working and counter electrodes. Under AM1.5 illumination, our DSSC exhibits a typical short circuit current density ($J_{sc}$) of 11.51 mA cm$^{-2}$, an open circuit voltage ($V_{oc}$) of 687.75 mV, a fill factor (FF) of 22%, and overall photon conversion efficiency (PCE) of 1.6% as shown in figure 3.6. This efficiency is comparable to the performance of DSSCs based on ZnO nanotubes deposited by ALD technique (1.6 %) and by the two-step procedure (electrodeposition followed by chemical etching) (1.18 %). The lower efficiency found in the latter work could be due to the defects created along the nanotubes during the etching process, which leads to less efficient dye loading.

A recent review paper indicates that different morphologies of ZnO-based DSSCs with different dyes can show efficiencies ranging from 1.5 to 7.5%. Further modifications may be possible for enhancing the porosity and roughness of the ZnO nanotube surface in order to improve the dye loading. For example, annealing is found to not just improve the crystallinity, but also enhance the material porosity, as shown in our earlier study on ZnO nanowalls. In particular, the post-annealed nanowalls appear to become perforated with distinct nanograins as part of the nanowall frame. Upon annealing, the perforated morphology expected of these ZnO nanotubes could significantly enhance the performance of the photoanode in DSSCs, because of their larger surface area available for absorbing the dye sensitizer. Further control of the aerated density and dimension of the ZnO nanotubes would allow us to optimize the performance of ZnO-based DSSCs.
3.4 Conclusion

ZnO nanotubes have been synthesized on ITO-glass substrates for the first time by using a one-step, catalyst- and seed-layer-free electrodeposition method without O\textsubscript{2} bubbling or any etching. We show that the morphology of the ZnO nanostructures (i.e. nanotubes vs nanorods) can be controlled by varying the supporting electrolyte with different anions. As finely controlled by manipulating the supporting electrolytes with different anions, solution conductivity is found to play a more prominent role in producing the nanotube morphology. We also illustrate that these ZnO nanotubes could be used as active photoanode materials in DSSCs that offer respectable efficiency.
Chapter 4
Enhancement of Solar Cell Performance of Cu$_2$O/ZnO-nanotube Heterojunction Device

4.1 Introduction

Renewable energy is a rapidly growing field in the past two decades. Photovoltaics provide one of the most promising green energy generation technologies, because of its economic viability and environmental sustainability. To date, silicon-based solar cells are the most mature technology, with the highest photon-to-electron conversion efficiency (PCE) exceeding 20%. Recently, the use of other emerging materials, such as CdTe and GaN, has produced nearly equivalent performance. However, less toxic, more abundant alternative materials and potentially lower-cost manufacturing methods for these solar cells remain elusive, yet highly desirable in the marketplace.\textsuperscript{172,173}

Many other organic and inorganic materials have been introduced recently with relatively high PCE performance. One of the more promising, low-cost heterojunction inorganic solar cell systems involves the construction of a typical p-n junction device by depositing a p-type Cu$_2$O thin film onto an n-type ZnO film on an ITO-glass substrate. In addition to its advantages of low-cost and material abundance, this system offers the preferred atomic arrangement at the junction interface with low lattice mismatch (only 7.1\%) at the interface between ZnO(001) and Cu$_2$O(111) planes.\textsuperscript{174} With a large direct band-gap (3.37 eV), a large exciton binding energy (60 meV), and a high electron mobility (120 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$), ZnO is considered an excellent candidate as an n-type transparent semiconducting material at room temperature for photovoltaic application. On the other hand, cuprous oxide (Cu$_2$O) is an inexpensive p-type metal-oxide semiconductor, with unique optical and magnetic properties and a direct band gap of 2.1 eV.\textsuperscript{175} The p-type conduction property of Cu$_2$O is due to the formation of Cu vacancies and delocalized holes after the removal of copper atoms from the lattice through oxidation [$\text{Cu}_{\text{lattice}}$(I) $\rightarrow$ Cu$^0 + \text{h}^+$].\textsuperscript{176}

Several high-temperature and low-temperature methods, including hydrothermal,\textsuperscript{177} thermal oxidation,\textsuperscript{178} reactive magnetron sputtering\textsuperscript{179} and electrodeposition,\textsuperscript{180,181,182,157} have been used to synthesize Cu$_2$O films. The fabrication of typical p-Cu$_2$O/n-ZnO heterojunction solar cells also includes a number of mixed methods, such as sputtering aluminum-doped ZnO film onto electrodeposited Cu$_2$O thin films,\textsuperscript{183} and depositing ZnO thin films on high-quality thermally oxidized
copper sheets.\textsuperscript{184} With precise control of the deposition parameters, electrodeposition could provide high-quality films with several notable advantages, including material stability due to favorable low-temperature deposition conditions, better crystallinity, and higher conductivity. Electrodeposition also offers complete filling of any physical voids among the nanostructures, which greatly improves the quality of coating of the absorber film for solar cell application.\textsuperscript{185} Several electrochemical studies have focused on the construction of p-Cu$_2$O/n-ZnO planar and nanostructured film architectures. While the conversion efficiency of typical electrodeposited p-Cu$_2$O/n-ZnO heterojunction solar cells could theoretically be as high as 18\%, the maximum efficiency reported to date using electrochemical deposition method is only less than 1.5\%.\textsuperscript{186,187,188} This could be due to the creation of interface defects during the sequential electrodeposition process, which could lead to higher recombination by interfacial traps and to limited open-circuit voltage with low built-in potential arising from the misalignment between p-type and n-type materials.\textsuperscript{189}

Many studies have concentrated on optimizing the synthesis of the Cu$_2$O film, which acts as the main absorber layer, as the key to enhancing the performance of p-Cu$_2$O/n-ZnO heterojunction solar cells. In addition to the importance of the synthesis method that invariably affects the electrical properties of the prepared films; different supplementary approaches have also been used to improve the efficiencies of Cu$_2$O for photovoltaic applications. For example, surface passivation of Cu$_2$O films with hydrogen or cyanide ions, rapid quenching of Cu$_2$O films to room temperature after the oxidation process at high temperature, and vapor deposition of a Cu$_2$O buffer layer have all been attempted in an effort to reduce recombination loss by eliminating the interfacial trap states.\textsuperscript{190} Another important approach to improve the p-n junction performance is by optimizing the film thicknesses of both p-type and n-type materials. Recently, the effects of growth parameters for optimizing the crystallinity and thickness of Cu$_2$O thin films on ZnO nanorod solar cells were investigated, but the best PCE so obtained was only 0.33\%, with an open-circuit potential ($V_{OC}$) of 0.15 V, a short-circuit current density ($J_{SC}$) of 7.03 mA/cm$^2$ and a fill factor (FF) of 0.33.\textsuperscript{181} Another study showed that the limited performance of electrodeposited Cu$_2$O/ZnO planar heterojunction solar cells could be due to the critical minority carrier length, suggesting that only photogenerated carriers within the top 430 nm region in a 1600 nm thick absorber layer would likely be collected.\textsuperscript{191} Many studies have therefore focused on nanostructure-based systems to minimize the electron transport lengths. One-dimensional nanostructures have been employed successfully to improve $J_{SC}$ due to their higher junction areas and more direct pathways that lead to better charge carrier collection. However,
the limited $V_{OC}$ continues to be more problematic for these systems. As pointed out in a recent study, engineering of the optimal spacing between the one-dimensional nanostructures that is required for efficient charge collection and of the minimum thickness needed for the formation of full built-in potential to inhibit any unwanted recombination loss remains to be very difficult. However, this latter work has succeeded in enhancing the $V_{OC}$ by optimizing the Cu$_2$O thickness (3 µm) for the planar junction device structure with respectable values of $V_{OC}$, $J_{SC}$, and PCE of 0.35 V, 3.7 mA/cm$^2$, and 0.6 %, respectively. While increasing the absorber thickness for radial junction device structure did not affect their $V_{OC}$, the low $V_{OC}$ value (~ 0.2 V) was attributed to the presence of local shunting and inhibition of depletion layer formation. In contrast, an increase in $V_{OC}$ up to 0.51 V has been demonstrated for solar cells consisting of a Cu$_2$O thin film on sparsely deposited ZnO nanorods, confirming that higher $V_{OC}$ values could be achieved for nanostructure-based radial junction devices. In addition, the earlier study has suggested that higher conductivity of the absorber material and better quality of the junction interface and device geometry are required to further improve the performance.

Here, we investigate several techniques to enhance the $V_{OC}$ and $J_{SC}$ values of Cu$_2$O/ZnO solar cells based on ZnO nanotubes (ZnO-N Ts) and nanorods (ZnO-NRs). By employing high-surface-area tubular nanostructures that we obtain by direct electrodeposition, we produce a higher junction area and reduce undesirable recombination loss. Our synthesis method does not lead to a high defect density that is commonly generated in other methods, particularly those that require etching of electrodeposited nanorods to create the tubular nanostructures. Another factor that is responsible for the low $V_{OC}$ commonly found in other Cu$_2$O/ZnO systems is the low electron mobility of the electrodeposited Cu$_2$O film. Our remedy here is to perform a simple post-annealing step that would reduce the grain boundaries and decrease the surface defects. An improvement in the conductivity of the electrodeposited Cu$_2$O film is also achieved, along with a remarkable reduction in their reflectance, which would make the Cu$_2$O film also an excellent anti-reflectance layer. Finally, a thick ZnO seed layer is electrodeposited prior to the growth of the one-dimensional ZnO nanostructures to ensure the full built-in potential formation and to minimize any leakage current pathway. We show that these techniques produce greatly enhanced open-circuit voltages for both solar cells based on nanotubes (0.66 V) and nanorods (0.71 V), while the resulting short-current density (2.42 mA/cm$^2$) and the overall PCE (0.8%) for the former have been effectively doubled that of the latter (1.15 mA/cm$^2$ and 0.4%, respectively).
4.2 Materials and Methods

A typical p-n junction solar cell was constructed as follows. Prior to any deposition step, the ITO/glass substrates was polarized by applying a 10mA/cm² current for 60-120 s in 1 M NaOH in order to create a higher density of nucleation sites and therefore subsequently as-grown materials. A seed layer of ZnO was first electrodeposited in an electrolyte of water and ethanol in a 3:1 volume ratio to eliminate any pinhole that could result in shorting across the junction. Electrodeposition was then performed for n-type ZnO nanotubes or nanorods as described in our earlier work (as discussed in Chapter 3), and this was followed by electrodeposition of p-type Cu₂O thin films. Cuprous oxide thin films were electrodeposited, either on pristine ITO-glass substrates for initial characterization or on ZnO nanostructures supported on ITO-glass substrates for solar cell fabrication, in an aqueous solution of 0.4 M cuprous sulphate pentahydrate (Sigma-Aldrich, 98%) and 3 M lactic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, 98%) held at 60 °C by potentiostatic amperometry at −0.4 V (vs Ag/AgCl) for 600 s. The pH of the alkaline medium was adjusted to 12 by addition of 4 M NaOH with constant stirring during deposition. To examine the effect of post-annealing, the as-grown films were then annealed at 200, 300, and 400 °C for 30 min. Complexing Cu²⁺ with lactate ion could stabilize the Cu²⁺ ions in the alkaline media, allowing them to diffuse through the electrolyte. Cu²⁺ was then reduced to Cu⁺ following the reaction: 2Cu²⁺ + 2OH⁻ + 2e⁻ → Cu₂O + H₂O. For the aforementioned device work, a thicker Cu₂O film obtained with 900 s electrodeposition was used to ensure complete coverage of the ZnO nanostructures supported on the substrate. For all sample preparation, we employed a three-electrode electrochemical cell, with an ITO-glass working electrode, an Ag/AgCl reference electrode and a Pt-wire counter electrode, in an electrochemical workstation (CH Instruments 1140). After deposition, the as-prepared samples were rinsed thoroughly in filtered deionized water and stored in a nitrogen atmosphere to dry for at least 24 h prior to characterization.

The surface morphologies of copper oxide thin films were examined by helium ion microscopy (HIM) in a Zeiss Orion Plus microscope and by field-emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in a Zeiss Merlin microscope. The corresponding crystal structures were characterized by glancing-incidence X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a PANalytical X’Pert Pro MRD diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation (1.54 Å) at an incidence angle of 0.6°. In addition, their surface compositions were analyzed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) using a Thermo-VG Scientific ESCALab 250 Microprobe with a monochromatic Al Kα source (1486.6 eV). The Cu₂O
thin film topography and their diode behavior were investigated by conductive atomic force microscopy (AFM) in an Asylum Research Cypher microscope with the imaging current collected using a Ti-Ir tip. For resistivity and carrier concentration measurements using the four-point probe method in a van der Pauw configuration (Ecopia HMS-5300), gold contacts were sputter-deposited by magnetron sputtering with a current of $50 \text{ mA}$ for $120 \text{ s}$ on the four corners of the Cu$_2$O film. Their reflectance was measured using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 35 or 1050 UV/Vis spectrometer. Elemental analysis across the cell junction interface was studied by scanning Auger microscopy (SAM) in a Thermo MicroLab 350 Microprobe. The current density vs voltage (J-V) characteristics were analyzed by using a solar cell measurement system (PV Measurements IV5) equipped with a class ABA solar simulator and an Air Mass (AM) 1.5 global spectral filter. Prior to the J-V measurement, the system was calibrated using a Si reference cell (PVM782 with a BK7 window).

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Pristine electrodeposited Cu$_2$O thin films and their electrical and optical properties

Cu$_2$O has been extensively studied because of their unique properties for photovoltaic application. In particular, electrodeposited Cu$_2$O films exhibit high photoelectrochemical stability and excellent electronic properties among other metal oxides. Figure 4.1a shows the SEM images of Cu$_2$O octahedral structures obtained by electrodeposition in an alkaline solution of copper lactate for $600 \text{ s}$. For a thicker Cu$_2$O film (obtained by $900 \text{ s}$ electrodeposition), the film appears continuous with half pyramidal structures, likely due to merging of the octahedrons with a larger film thickness without a notable effect on their surface morphology upon post-annealing at $200^\circ \text{C}$, as shown in the HIM images of Cu$_2$O film after and before the annealing step in (Figure 4.1b, inset). It should be noted that HIM provides better surface morphology contrast due to the considerably less divergent helium ion beam when compared with the electron beam employed in SEM. Figure 4.1c shows the glancing-incidence XRD patterns of the as-electrodeposited thicker Cu$_2$O film (obtained by $900 \text{ s}$ (Figure 1b, inset) and upon annealing to 200, 300, and 400 $^\circ \text{C}$ for 30 min. In addition to the XRD peaks from the ITO substrate, we observe the strong Cu$_2$O (111) feature at $36.4^\circ$ and the weaker Cu$_2$O (200) feature at $42.3^\circ$ for the as-deposited Cu$_2$O sample and upon the $200^\circ \text{C}$ anneal, in good accord with the reference pattern of the cubic (FCC) crystal structure of Cu$_2$O. However, upon annealing to $300^\circ \text{C}$, the weak feature at $35.5^\circ$
normally attributed to ITO appears more intense, which can be caused by additional contribution from an emerging CuO (002) feature at the same 2-theta position. Along with the emergence of the CuO (111) feature at 38.7° and the concomitant intensity reduction of the Cu$_2$O (110) feature at 29.0° and Cu$_2$O (200) feature at 42.3°, these changes indicate the conversion of Cu$_2$O to CuO. Further annealing at 400°C leads to emergence of other weaker CuO features such as the (110) plane at 32.6°, which further confirms nearly complete conversion of Cu$_2$O to CuO upon the 400°C anneal.

Figures 4.1d and 4.1e show the depth-profiling XPS spectra of the Cu 2p$_{3/2}$ and Cu LMM regions, respectively, for the as-prepared 900-s Cu$_2$O film. Evidently, the Cu 2p$_{3/2}$ feature near 932.6 eV corresponds to the Cu$^+$ oxidation state; consistent with Cu$_2$O. The missing Cu$^{2+}$ feature near 933.7 eV supports the absence of CuO (Figure 4.1d). Since the Cu 2p binding energies for both Cu$_2$O and metallic Cu are essentially the same, we examine the Cu LMM Auger region (Figure 4.1e). The Cu LMM peak observed near 569.5 eV confirms the presence of Cu$^+$ oxidation state rather than that for Cu$^0$ (expected at 568.0 eV). Except for the gradual reduction in intensity, sputtering does not change the peak positions of the Cu 2p$_{3/2}$ and Cu LMM features, confirming the purity of Cu$_2$O nanostructures without any core-shell architecture with the shell containing, e.g., CuO or metallic Cu. These results are consistent with our XRD data for the as-deposited Cu$_2$O thin film (Figure 4.1c).
Figure 4.1 (a) SEM image of a Cu$_2$O film electrodeposited for 600 s at room temperature, with a magnified view of their octahedral structure shown in inset, and (b) HIM image of a thicker Cu$_2$O film electrodeposited for 900 s at room temperature followed by annealing at 200°C, with a magnified view of the as-deposited film before annealing shown in inset. (c) Glancing-incidence X-ray diffraction patterns of the as-deposited Cu$_2$O film in (a) and upon annealing to 200, 300, and 400°C for 30 min, with individual features assigned in accord with the reference profiles for Cu$_2$O (JCPDS 030653288) and CuO (JCPDS 030652309). The reference profile for the ITO substrate (JCPDS 010894596) is given as a bar graph. XPS spectra of (d) Cu 2p$_{3/2}$, and (e) Cu LMM regions collected for the Cu$_2$O film in (a) and upon sputtering for 0, 200, 500, and 2400 s.
One of the main challenges in the Cu$_2$O/ZnO solar cell system is the low charge carrier concentration with lower mobility in the Cu$_2$O absorber layer. Here, we improve the electrodeposited Cu$_2$O thin film by simple annealing in order to enhance its conductivity with a larger charge carrier concentration. [Since annealing is performed on the whole device (discussed below), the annealing process could also affect the underlying ZnO nanostructured and seed layer films. The effect of annealing at different temperature on the as-deposited ZnO films has been investigated in earlier studies, 201,202,203 with most of which focusing on higher annealing temperature above 400°C and only a few on annealing temperature below 500°C 204]. In the latter work, the influence of lower-range annealing temperature on ZnO and Aluminum doped ZnO (AZO) films grown onto a glass substrate using sol-gel spin coating method was investigated. The effect of increasing the annealing temperature from 100 to 400°C has proven to improve the crystallinity and the optical transmittances in the ZnO and AZO films, while minimizing oxygen vacancy defects at the grain boundaries. Figure 4.2a shows the topographical image of the electrodeposited 900-s Cu$_2$O film post-annealed at 200°C for 30 min. The conductive AFM image is consistent with the half pyramidal morphology found for the thicker film in the HIM image (Figure 4.1b, inset). Their corresponding current-voltage curve shown in Figure 4.2b exhibits a typical diode behavior with the film conductivity up to a few nA at different potentials. Three selected measurement locations on the sample were investigated, and the corresponding current-voltage curves all show the repeated cycling of the diode behavior but with various intensities likely due to different surface roughness arising from slight thickness variation of the nanostructured Cu$_2$O film. Figures 4.2c and 4.2d depict the carrier concentration and resistivity of the as-prepared film as a function of the post-anneal temperature, respectively. Evidently, the film post-annealed at 200°C exhibits the highest charge carrier concentration (1.0×10$^{14}$ cm$^{-3}$, Figure 4.2c) and the lowest resistivity (8.3 μΩ cm, Figure 4.2d). This demonstrates that post-annealing at 200°C could significantly improve the photovoltaic performance.
Figure 4.2 (a) Conductive AFM topographical image of a thicker \( \text{Cu}_2\text{O} \) film as electrodeposited for 900 s, and (b) the corresponding current-voltage profile exhibiting typical repeated diode behavior for three different locations on the sample. Hall-effect measurements of (c) carrier concentration and (d) resistivity of the thin film (obtained by 900-s electrodeposition) before and after annealing at different temperatures from room temperature to 400°C for 30 min.

The reflectance spectra for the as-grown and the 200°C post-annealed films, shown in Figure 4.3a, appear similar to each other, except for the notable reduction in magnitude for the reflectance of the latter (12.5% at 560 nm) when compared to the former (17.5% at 540 nm). The generally higher reflectance magnitudes in the 500-800 nm range found for these two films indicate their superior anti-reflectance property, which is important to solar cell application. A discernible red shift in the reflectance spectrum is observed for the films post-annealed at 300°C and 400°C with cut-off above 700 nm, which is likely due to the presence of \( \text{CuO} \) structures. Figure 4.3b shows the respective Tauc plots, which relate the absorption coefficient \( \alpha \) to the band gap \( E_g \) through the equation: \( (h\nu\alpha)^{1/n} = A(h\nu - E_g) \), where \( h \) is the Planck’s constant, \( \nu \) is the photon frequency, \( A \) is a proportional constant,
and n describes the nature of the transition of the material that can be either direct or indirect and/or allowed or forbidden.\textsuperscript{205} The acquired reflectance R is converted to the Kubelka-Munk function, \( F(R) = \frac{(1-R)^2}{2R} \), which is proportional to the absorption coefficient. By plotting \([h\nu \cdot F(R)]^2\) against the photon energy \( h\nu \) (in eV or in \( \frac{1239}{\lambda} \) with wavelength \( \lambda \) in nm), we estimate the band gap values for the as-prepared film (2.29 eV) and films post-annealed at 200°C (2.21 eV), 300°C (1.74 eV), and 400°C (1.60 eV) (Figure 4.3b). These values support the presence of pure Cu\(_2\)O, with a theoretical band gap of 2.1 eV, for the as-prepared and 200°C-annealed films.\textsuperscript{206} The lower band gap values (and the corresponding higher cut-off wavelengths above 700 nm) found for the films post-annealed at 300 and 400°C confirm the presence of CuO mixed with Cu\(_2\)O.
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\caption{(a) Reflectance (R\%) spectra and (b) the corresponding Tauc plots illustrating the bandgap estimation for the 900-s electrodeposited Cu\(_2\)O film before and after annealing to 200, 300 and 400°C.}
\end{figure}
4.3.2 Nano-heterojunction solar cell structure and their photovoltaic properties

Many studies have shown the major challenges encountered in fabricating Cu$_2$O/ZnO planar junction solar cell systems, especially due to their short charge carrier collection length that is limited by the low electron mobility in Cu$_2$O.\textsuperscript{191} Many nanosystems have been proposed to obtain a higher junction area and more direct pathways of charge diffusion within the absorber layer by using one-dimensional ZnO nanostructures to further improve their charge collection.\textsuperscript{185} The importance of optimizing both the ZnO seed layer thickness and the nanostructure length is investigated in an earlier study in order to minimize the leakage current and the interface area that limits their $V_{OC}$ values.\textsuperscript{189} However, these are not the only factors responsible for device performance. The thickness of the absorber layer could also play an important role, as suggested in a recent study that showed the open-circuit voltage, short-circuit current density, and consequently their overall PCE performance as functions of the Cu$_2$O thickness for both planar junction and radial junction solar cells.\textsuperscript{192}

Here, we succeed in optimizing the performance by employing a Cu$_2$O layer with the appropriate thickness in the device structure. The ratio of built-in potentials at the junction interface of the n-type ($V_n$) and p-type materials ($V_p$) can be estimated by applying the Poisson’s equation: $V_n/V_p = N_p\varepsilon_p/(N_n\varepsilon_n)$, where $N_n$ ($N_p$) and $\varepsilon_n$ ($\varepsilon_p$) are, respectively, the carrier concentration and the absolute permittivity of the electrodeposited n-type ZnO (p-type Cu$_2$O) film.\textsuperscript{192} Since the highest charge carrier concentration from our Hall effect measurements is obtained for the Cu$_2$O film after annealing at 200°C is $1.0\times10^{14}$ cm$^{-3}$, the thickness of the depletion region in the absorber layer ($x_p$) required to ensure a built-in potential as high as 0.7 V is approximately 2.5 µm, according to the equation: $V_p = \frac{1}{2} qN_p x_p^2/(2\varepsilon_p)$, where q is the electron charge. We have therefore electrodeposited a 2.5-µm thick Cu$_2$O film to completely encase the ZnO nanotubes or nanorods (with typical length of 1-1.5 µm and diameter of 200-500 nm) grown on top of a 500-nm thick ZnO seed layer. Figures 4.4a and 4.4b show the cross-sectional HIM images of both Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NT and Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NR solar cells, with the insets depicting the surface morphologies of these one-dimensional ZnO nanostructures before the Cu$_2$O film electrodeposition. Figure 4.4c shows the higher junction area expected for the Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NT cell structure compared to the Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NR cell, due to the inside surface of the nanotube. Figure 4.4e shows the cross-sectional SEM image across the entire Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NT/ITO device structure. The corresponding Auger electron spectrum of the entire image (Figure 4.4d) indicates the presence of both Cu LMM peak at 922 eV and Zn LMM peak at 997 eV. We also collect the Auger electron spectra at four different locations across the cell structure, as marked on
their corresponding SEM image shown in Figure 4.4e. These spectra confirm the highest Cu content at the top layer of the cell (Point 1), and reduced Cu content with the emergence of Zn at the junction area near the p-type absorber layer (Point 2). At the junction area around the nanostructures and near the ZnO seed layer (Point 3), a stronger Zn LMM peak and a weaker Cu LMM peak are observed. Finally, the absence of any Cu and Zn features is observed at ITO/glass substrate (Point 4).

**Figure 4.4** Cross-sectional HIM images of (a) Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NT and (b) Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NR solar cells, with insets depicting the electrodeposited ZnO nanostructures before the deposition of the 2.5-µm thick Cu$_2$O film. (c) Schematic diagrams of the Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NT and Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NR cell structures. (d) Auger electron spectrum and (e) cross-sectional SEM image of the junction area of the Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NT cell and the Auger electron spectra over selected energy region [red box in (d)] of the junction area at four different sample locations: (1) Cu$_2$O surface, (2) Cu$_2$O/ZnO junction, (3) Cu$_2$O/ZnO junction near to the ZnO NT, and (4) the ITO/glass substrate.

Figures 4.5a shows the schematic diagrams of our optimized Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NT and Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NR heterojunction device structures. This optimal device structure consists of a 2.5-µm thick Cu$_2$O film encasing ZnO NTs or NRs, with typical lengths of 1-1.5 µm and diameters of 200-500 nm, on a 500-nm thick ZnO seed layer grown on an ITO/glass substrate. A gold contact is also sputter-coated on the Cu$_2$O film for evaluating the device performance. The corresponding energy band diagram of the whole device is also shown in Figure 4.5a. Figure 4.5b shows the photovoltaic current density vs
voltage (or J-V) curves for the Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NT and Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NR cells. When compared to $V_{OC}$ of 0.59 V reported for other cells made up of Cu$_2$O on sparse ZnO NRs,$^{23}$ the present value (0.71V) represents the highest $V_{OC}$ reported to date for this type of Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NR cells under no vacuum conditions. This may be due to the new configuration of the ZnO nanostructures grown on top of the ZnO seed layer, which ensures the full built-in potential at the absorber layer with thickness of 2.5 µm. In addition, the Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NT cell exhibits a much higher $J_{SC}$ (2.40 mA/cm$^2$) than the Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NR cell (1.12 mA/cm$^2$), which is in good accord with the larger junction area and better charge carrier collection property observed for junction devices based on tubular nanostructures.

However, the $V_{OC}$ of the Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NT cell (0.66 V) is lower than that of the Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NR cell (0.71V), which may also be due to some additional recombination loss within the larger junction interface.

External quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements have also been performed for the Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NT and Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NR cells. As shown in Figure 4.5c, the EQE of the two devices are similar in magnitude at wavelength below 350 nm, but significantly different at longer wavelengths. The high EQE profile for the Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NR cell below 460 nm could be correlated with its high open circuit values, this could be due to the higher charge collection efficiency of the photogenerated charges near the interface of the radial junction.$^{207}$ As shown in an earlier study for improving the Cu$_2$O/ZnO radial heterojunction solar cell, the optical depth of the Cu$_2$O absorber layer is less than 150 nm for wavelength below 460 nm, indicating that all photons are absorbed near to the interface and can be easily collected by radial compared to planner junction. However, at longer wavelengths the optical depth increases up to many microns where the photogenerated charge carriers are too far from interface.$^{208}$

On the other hand, the decrease of the EQE profile is consistent with the lower $V_{OC}$ value (0.66V) in wavelengths below 460 nm for the Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NT cell compared with Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NR cell; this could be related to a possible additional recombination process loss at the higher junction area. Alternatively, for longer wavelengths above 460 nm, photons would be able for a deeper penetrating in the absorber layer; consequently the EQE values are more affected by the bulk Cu$_2$O properties and would therefore be independent of the open-circuit voltage with a discernible broadening of the EQE profile for the Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NT cell compared to the Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NR cell.$^{209}$ The observed broadening would result a better matching with the AM 1.5 solar spectrums at longer wavelengths that would consequence a higher $J_{SC}$ and an improved overall PCE. The enhanced photocurrent production value
of the Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NT cell is consistent with our measured current density-voltage characteristic parameters as shown in Figure 4.5b. However, the short-circuit current density (less than 3 mA/cm$^2$) is still limited and considerably lower than the theoretical value (15 mA/cm$^2$) expected from Cu$_2$O/ZnO heterojunction. This is likely due to the poor charge carrier collection efficiency and the possible defects with interfacial electronic traps created on ZnO nanostructure films after the subsequent electrodeposition of Cu$_2$O films at highly alkaline electrolyte, all of which would limit the device performance. The large room for improvement calls for additional effort to better optimize the vertical alignment and spacing among the nanostructures, which may lead to better charge carrier collection and higher short-circuit current density.$^{192}$ Further work is therefore needed in optimizing the spatial, geometrical and orientational arrangement of the nanostructures on the support by using nanotemplating and nanolithography techniques, in order to facilitate better charge collection and to enhance their overall performance.
Figure 4.5 (a) Schematic diagrams of Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NT and Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NR solar cell structures, with their optimized layer thicknesses in parentheses, along with their corresponding energy band diagram. (b) Current density vs voltage curves and (c) external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra of the Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NT and Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NR solar cells.

4.4 Conclusions

Nanoscale material manipulation is an attractive approach to improve the solar energy harvesting and to achieve more efficient photon-to-electron conversion for inorganic heterojunction photovoltaic devices. A heterojunction solar cell composed of a n-type ZnO nanostructured thin film (of nanotubes or nanorods) and incorporated with a p-type Cu$_2$O thin film of appropriate thickness is obtained by using a facile electrodeposition method. The open-circuit voltage is enhanced by post-
annealing the p-type Cu$_2$O nanostructured film at 200°C to obtain a better crystallinity and a higher conductivity, and by optimizing the film thickness to assure the full built-in potential across the junction interface. Furthermore, tubular ZnO nanostructures grown on the top of a sufficiently thick ZnO seed layer prevents any leakage pathway and improves their interface quality, which consequently increases their open-circuit voltages. Synthesis of the tubular nanostructure by electrodeposition also helps to minimize the recombination loss expected from undesirable defects in these tubular structures prepared by other means, such as etching of nanorods. Enhanced short-circuit current density is also observed for these tubular nanostructures due to their superior junction surface area and better charge carrier collection efficiency, and this consequently leads to better overall performance.
Chapter 5

Plasmonic Gold Nanoparticles for ZnO Nanotubes Photoanode in Dye Sensitized Solar Cell Application

5.1 Introduction

Nanoplasmonics is a rapidly growing research field that exploits enhancement of concentrated optical energy on the nanoscale in nanostructured metal systems arising from their surface plasmon modes.\textsuperscript{210,211,212,213} Recently, gold nanoparticles (GNPs) have been introduced to different materials to improve their sensing, photocatalytic, and optical properties.\textsuperscript{214,215,216} One of the major applications that take advantage of their improved light absorption capability specifically in the visible region is photovoltaics.\textsuperscript{217,218,57,219} Surface modification with plasmonic nanoparticles was first introduced to photovoltaics for enhancing inorganic thin-film solar cells, particularly by compensating the loss of absorption with reduction in the absorber thickness.\textsuperscript{220,221,222,223,224} Furthermore, GNPs have been used in both polymer-based and dye-based organic photovoltaics to provide a significant improvement in their performance.\textsuperscript{225,226,227,228,229}

In a typical dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC), the dye molecules adsorbed on the photoanode surface are the main photon absorber that can be excited, which results in the injection of their excited electrons into the conduction band of the semiconductor material. The injected electrons are easily transported from the photoanode via the back contact (usually made up of a transparent conductive oxide material) to the Pt counter electrode. The process can be repeated by simple regeneration of the dye molecules using a redox couple ($3I^-/I_3^-$) liquid electrolyte, followed by reduction of the electrolyte with the catalytically active Pt electrode.\textsuperscript{81} Au-SiO$_2$ core-shell NPs have been used as plasmonic light harvesting antenna on a TiO$_2$ NP photoanode for liquid and solid-state based DSSCs. An improved efficiency approaching 1.95% (from 1.05%) was obtained for the N719 dye with the ($3I^-/I_3^-$) liquid electrolyte in a liquid-based DSSC.\textsuperscript{230} An efficiency enhancement approaching 2.2% (from 1.2%) was also obtained when the Z907 dye was employed for solid-state based DSSCs.\textsuperscript{230}

Recently, ZnO has been used as an alternative n-type semiconducting photoanode material for DSSCs, because of its similar bandgap, higher electron dynamics, and versatile nanostructural morphology relative to TiO$_2$.\textsuperscript{168,231,232,193} Further modifications have been performed by mixing with other nanostructured metal oxides (such as TiO$_2$ and SnO$_2$) or with metallic NPs (including Au and
Coating of vertically aligned ZnO nanorods with GNPs using an "all-hydrothermal" method was reported to increase the photon conversion efficiency from 0.7% to 1.2%, along with an increase in its open-circuit voltage from 0.50 to 0.63 V.\textsuperscript{237}

Here, we develop a successive electrodeposition procedure to decorate with GNPs the high-surface-area ZnO NTs, also obtained by direct electrodeposition, and demonstrate its advantage as an effective DSSC photoanode. As electrodeposition is capable of preparing high-quality nanomaterials with better crystallinity and minimum lattice mismatch, the resulting enhanced interface quality could also improve the contact of GNPs on the ZnO NT surface. This leads to lower resistance for better electron conduction that is important for advanced electronic device applications. The GNP particle size can be easily optimized with different concentrations of AuCl\textsubscript{3} in NaClO\textsubscript{4} mixed with 0.1 M KCl electrolyte, while its areal density can be controlled by the deposition time at a selected AuCl\textsubscript{3} concentration (1 mM). Our results illustrate the many advantages of our all-electrochemically-grown GNP/ZnO-NT photoanode, as provided by their better capacity for dye loading and higher charge transport inherent in the one-dimensional, high-specific-surface-area ZnO NTs, and by the pronounced enhancement in their absorption due to surface plasmonic effect of the GNPs. With the Schottky barrier build up at the Au/ZnO interface, a higher electron density is also obtained at the ZnO conduction band due to the reduction of electron-transfer resistance and minimization of recombination loss by blocking the back electron transfer from ZnO to the electrolyte or/and the dye molecules. An almost 28% increase in the overall efficiency from 4.7% for pristine ZnO-NT DSSC to 6.0% for GNP/ZnO-NT DSSC can be achieved.

\section*{5.2 Materials and Methods}

For all sample preparation, we employed a three-electrode electrochemical cell, with an ITO-glass working electrode, an Ag/AgCl reference electrode, and a Pt-wire counter electrode in an electrochemical workstation (CH Instruments 1140). The preparation of ZnO NTs on ITO-glass substrates by electrochemical deposition has been discussed in detail elsewhere (as discussed in Chapter 3).\textsuperscript{193} Briefly, delicately controlling the electrolyte conductivity with different mono and divalent supporting electrolytes in the same 0.5 mM ZnCl\textsubscript{2} primary electrolyte, we showed that it was possible to manipulate the growth mechanism and to obtain directly electrodeposited ZnO nanotubes. Gold nanoparticles were then electrodeposited on ZnO NTs in an aqueous solution of 1, 5, or 10 mM
AuCl₃ dissolved in 0.1 M NaClO₄ and 0.1 M KCl by potentiostatic amperometry (at −1 V vs Ag/AgCl) at room temperature for 60 s. After deposition, the as-prepared samples were rinsed thoroughly in deionized water and stored in a nitrogen atmosphere to dry for at least 24 hours prior to characterization.

The surface morphologies were examined by using helium ion microscopy (HIM) in a Zeiss Orion Plus microscope and field-emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in a Zeiss Merlin microscope. Bright-field low-resolution and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies were performed by using a Zeiss Libra 200 MC microscope on GNP/ZnO-NT nanostructures scraped off from the substrate and transferred onto a lacey carbon TEM grid. The corresponding crystal structures were characterized by glancing-incidence X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a PANalytical X’Pert Pro MRD diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation (1.54 Å) at an incidence angle of 0.6°. The surface compositions of the GNP/ZnO-nanodeposits were analyzed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) using a Thermo-VG Scientific ESCALab 250 Microprobe with a monochromatic Al Kα source (1486.6 eV). Cyclic voltammetry and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy were performed in 10 mM K₃Fe(CN)₆ in a PBS solution (pH = 7.4) using the same electrochemical workstation. The optical properties were investigated by using a Perkin Elmer Lambda 1050 UV/Vis spectrometer.

Typical DSSCs were fabricated using a standard procedure. After the preparation of GNP/ZnO-NT on an ITO-glass substrate, the photoanode was annealed at 130°C for 30 min to improve their dye loading property and their contact with the substrate. The working electrode was constructed by dipping the resulting GNP/ZnO-NT photoanode in a 0.5 mM solution of commercial dye N719 (purchased from Sigma Aldrich) for 2 h. The counter electrode was obtained by sputter-coating a Pt thin film (200 nm thick) on another ITO-glass substrate. A redox (3I⁻/I₃⁻) couple electrolyte was then sandwiched between the working and counter electrodes to create the DSSC. The current density vs voltage (J-V) characteristics were analyzed using a solar cell I-V measurement system (PV Measurements IV5) equipped with a class ABA solar simulator and an Air Mass (AM) 1.5 global spectral filter. Prior to the J-V measurement, the system was calibrated using a Si reference cell (PVM782 with a BK7 window).
5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Characterization of GNP/ZnO-NT photoanode

Figure 5.1 shows the SEM images of ZnO NTs electrochemically grown on an ITO-glass substrate with and without subsequent electrodeposition of GNPs for 60 s. The resulting ZnO NTs are typically 1-1.5 µm long and 200-500 nm in diameter (Figure 5.1a). Different gold electrolyte concentrations have been used for electrodepositing GNPs to obtain different nanoparticle size. At the lowest concentration of 1 mM employed in the present study (Figure 5.1b), homogenous coverage of GNPs on both the inside and outside surfaces near the tip of the ZnO NT is observed. These GNPs also exhibit a fairly uniform spatial distribution on their surface along the length of the nanotube, with an average particle size of 12 nm. Increasing the electrolyte concentration to 5 mM (Figures 5.1c, 5.1d) produces a higher aerial density and larger GNPs with an average size of 20-50 nm along the entire ZnO NT length. At the highest concentration of 10 mM (Figures 5.1e, 5.1f), we observe even larger GNPs with average size over 50 nm. Interestingly, the larger GNPs (> 30 nm) obtained with the latter two concentrations also tend to agglomerate on the surface along the length of the ZnO NT, leading to high or even complete coverage of the ZnO NT surfaces, in contrast to that found for the lowest concentration (1 mM). As GNPs could also be electrodeposited on a pristine ITO-glass substrate (i.e. without any ZnO NTs), a seed layer of ZnO is pre-electrodeposited prior to the growth of the ZnO nanostructures to ensure that pristine ITO-glass or GNPs on ITO-glass is not involved in the photovoltaic process.
Figure 5.1 SEM images of (a) pristine ZnO-NT, and GNP/ZnO-NT obtained by GNP electrodeposition in (b) 1 mM, (c, d) 5 mM, and (e, f) 10 mM AuCl$_3$ electrolytes, all mixed with 0.1 M NaClO$_4$ and 0.1 M KCl supporting electrolyte, at room temperature.

Taking advantage of the higher surface contrast and the superior depth of focus of helium ion microscopy, we study the aerial density of GNPs grown on the ZnO NT surfaces, which can be easily increased by increasing the deposition time. As illustrated by the HIM images for GNPs obtained with the 1 mM AuCl$_3$ electrolyte solution, the aerial density of GNPs on ZnO NT is significantly higher for 300 s (Figure 5.2b) than that for 30 s (Figure 5.2a) and that the spatial distribution of GNPs remains uniform on the NT surface. Energy dispersive X-ray elemental analysis has been performed on the GNP/ZnO-NT samples obtained with GNP deposition time of 30, 60, 120, 200, and 300 s. Figure 5.2c inset shows that a higher relative intensity of Au peak for the GNP (with respect to the relatively constant Zn and O peak intensities) is obtained for the 300-s deposition, thus confirming the increase of GNP areal density with increasing deposition time. However, the higher deposition time...
 (> 300 s) is also found to slightly decrease in their light absorbance in the visible region, as shown in their UV/Vis absorption spectra in Figure 5.3, which is likely due to particle aggregation. To maximize the total surface area of GNPs in order to facilitate maximal loading of the dye in the DSSC fabrication, we select the GNP/ZnO-NT sample deposited with a near-monolayer coverage of the smallest GNPs but with the largest aerial density, i.e. that obtained by the 300-s deposition (Figure 5.2b).

Figure 5.2 HIM images of ZnO nanotubes electrodeposited with Au nanoparticles in 1 mM AuCl₃ electrolyte for (a) 30 s and (b) 300 s. (c) Energy dispersive X-ray spectrum for the ZnO nanotubes decorated with gold nanoparticles obtained by 300-s deposition, with the inset depicting the relative intensity change of Au M emission feature with respect to Zn L feature for gold nanoparticle deposition of 30, 60, 120, 200, and 300 s.
Figure 5.3 UV/Vis absorbance spectrums of GNP/ZnO-NT photoanodes at different deposition time of 30, 60, 300, and 600 s, show the similar absorbance at deposition time (> 300 s) at the visible regime.

The low-magnification TEM image for the GNP/ZnO-NT photoanode shown in Figure 5.4a confirms the existence of the GNPs as-electrodeposited on the ZnO-NT surface with a particle size distribution of 4-22 nm and an average size of 12 nm (Figure 5.4a, inset). The corresponding high-resolution TEM images for ZnO NT (Figure 5.4b) and GNP (Figure 5.4c) reveal sharp fringes with respective spacings of 0.25 nm and 0.24 nm, which are in good accord with the respective interplanar separations for the ZnO(101) and Au(111) planes. This is also in good agreement with the glancing-incidence XRD pattern of the GNP/ZnO-NT photoanode shown in Figure 5.4d. Despite the strong XRD peaks from the ITO substrate, we observe well-defined Au XRD features for (111) at 38.1°, (200) at 44.3°, (220) at 64.5°, and (311) at 77.5°, which are consistent with the reference pattern for the face centered cubic structure of Au (JCPDS 030652870). The weaker peaks at 31.7°, 34.4°, 36.2°, 47.5° and 56.6° correspond, respectively, to the (100), (002), (101), (102) and (110) planes of ZnO, in good accord with the reference pattern for the hexagonal wurtzite structure of ZnO (JCPDS 010790206). The higher intensity ratio for ZnO(101) to ZnO(100) found for the ZnO NTs relative to that for ZnO powder (as shown in the reference pattern) indicates a preferred ZnO growth direction.
along the [101] direction. Similarly, the higher intensity ratio for Au(111) to Au(200) observed for the GNPs than that for the Au reference reflects preferential growth along the [111] direction for these GNPs, which is likely due to the good lattice match between the Au(111) and ZnO(101) planes.

**Figure 5.4** (a) Low-magnification TEM image of GNP/ZnO-NT, and high-resolution TEM images of (b) selected ZnO-NT and (c) GNP regions, revealing the respective fringe spacings for ZnO(101) and Au(111). (d) Glancing-incidence X-ray diffraction pattern of the GNP/ZnO-NT on ITO/glass substrate, along with the reference patterns for wurtzite ZnO (JCPDS 010790206) and FCC Au (JCPDS 030652870). The diffraction features for ITO are marked by asterisks.
Figure 5.5 shows the XPS chemical-state composition analysis for the GNP/ZnO-NT photoanode. The Zn 2p\textsubscript{3/2} peak near 1021.8 eV corresponds to the Zn\textsuperscript{2+} oxidation state of ZnO (Figure 5.5a), while the O 1s peak at 530.2 eV and the weak shoulder at 531.1 eV can be attributed to ZnO and Zn(OH)\textsubscript{2}, respectively (Figure 5.5b). The metallic form of the GNPs is confirmed by the presence of the Au 4f\textsubscript{7/2} (4f\textsubscript{5/2}) feature at 83.8 eV (87.5 eV) (Figure 5.5c). \textsuperscript{162,238}

Further electrochemical characterizations for GNP/ZnO-NT photoanode have also been performed using 10 mM K\textsubscript{3}[Fe(CN)\textsubscript{6}] in a 10 mM PBS (pH = 7) at room temperature, and the results are compared with those for pristine ZnO-NT photoanode (i.e. without any GNP deposition). The cyclic voltammograms shown in Figure 5.5d indicate that both oxidation and reduction currents for GNP/ZnO-NT are considerably larger than those for pristine ZnO-NT. In the electrochemical cell, electrons enter the electrolyte solution and the metal ions start to diffuse into the electrolyte upon dissolution. The rate of charge migration depends on the charge-transfer resistance inside the electrolyte solution. When ZnO NTs are decorated with GNPs, significant enhancement in both oxidation and reduction currents can be observed. The higher current at a fixed potential found for the GNP/ZnO-NT photoanode is due to a lower charge-transfer resistance, when compared to pristine ZnO-NT. Further confirmation is obtained from electrochemical impedance spectroscopy for both photoanodes. Figure 5.5e shows Nyquist plots for the GNP/ZnO-NT and pristine ZnO-NT photoanodes. The near-linear part at low frequency represents the diffusion-limited process, while the diameter of the semicircle at higher frequency is generally related to the underlying electron-transfer limited process. Using an equivalent circuit that includes the electrolyte resistance between the working and reference electrodes (R\textsubscript{s}), Warburg impedance (Z\textsubscript{W}), double-layer capacitance (C\textsubscript{dl}) and the charge-transfer resistance (R\textsubscript{ct}) to model the observed curves, we determine R\textsubscript{ct} values for the GNP/ZnO-NT and pristine ZnO-NT photoanodes. \textsuperscript{239} The smaller charge-transfer resistance for the GNP/ZnO-NT photoanode (1.60 kΩ) than that for the pristine ZnO-NT photoanode (1.98 kΩ) indicates a more efficient charge-transfer process for the GNP/ZnO-NT photoanode than the pristine ZnO-NT photoanode. The enhanced charge-transfer process confirms that the formation of Schottky diode at the Au/ZnO interface is having a significant effect on the photovoltaic performance.
Figure 5.5 XPS spectra of (a) Zn 2p$_{3/2}$, (b) O 1s, and (c) Au 4f regions for the GNP/ZnO-NT photoanode. (d) Cyclic voltammograms, and (e) Nyquist plots for the GNP/ZnO-NT and pristine ZnO-NT photoanodes, with an inset of their equivalent circuit model.
5.3.2 Comparison of photovoltaic performance of GNP/ZnO-NT vs pristine ZnO-NT photoanodes

Using the GNP/ZnO-NT photoanode and pristine ZnO-NT photoanode, we construct four different cell structures with and without the dye loading step. To investigate the cell performance, we first examine the photon absorption efficiencies of the two photoanodes. Figure 5.6a compares their UV-Vis absorption spectra, which show 25% higher photon absorption for the GNP/ZnO-NT relative to pristine ZnO photoanode after dye loading. In Figure 5.6b, we compare the current density vs voltage performance of the solar cells constructed with the GNP/ZnO-NT and pristine ZnO-NT photoanodes in the absence of the N719 dye. Evidently, the short-circuit current density, open-circuit voltage, fill factor and photon conversion efficiency of the pristine ZnO-NT cell have increased, respectively, from 0.07 mA/cm$^2$ to 1.5 mA/cm$^2$, from 0.187 V to 0.385 V, from 0.27 to 0.49, and from 0.004% to 0.028% for the GNP/ZnO-NT cell. The higher photon absorption as a result of plasmonic effect introduced by the GNPs is therefore responsible for the discernible enhancement in the solar cell performance (even without the dye). Figure 5.6c shows that upon loading with the N719 dye, the short-circuit current density has increased from 10.4 mA/cm$^2$ for the pristine ZnO-NT cell to 13.1 mA/cm$^2$ for the GNP/ZnO-NT cell. The corresponding photon conversion efficiency has also increased from 4.7% for the former to 6.0% for the latter. This is a direct result of the higher photon absorption provided by the GNPs.
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**Figure 5.6** (a) UV-Vis absorption spectra of GNP/ZnO-NT and pristine ZnO-NT photoanodes with N719 dye, and the current density vs voltage curves for solar cells constructed from GNP/ZnO-NT and pristine ZnO-NT photoanodes (b) without and (c) with N719 dye.
The size dependence of the plasmon absorption of gold nanoparticles has been studied in earlier work, which showed that plasmonic Au NPs with an average particle size greater than 16 nm could provide a bigger enhancement at longer wavelength, while smaller NPs of 10 nm in size would have better absorption at shorter wavelength, especially in the visible regime. The size dependence of the plasmon absorption of GNPs has also been investigated. Another study has also shown that smaller plasmonic silver nanoparticles, with an average diameter less than 25 nm in the intrinsic size regime, would exhibit an increased plasmon bandwidth. In accord with these reports, our present results show that the best performance is observed for smaller GNPs (less than 25 nm) while GNPs larger than 30 nm have led to poorer cell performance. This is likely caused by the agglomeration of the larger GNPs, which reduces the total illumination area of the exposed surfaces of the NPs, and by filling of the ZnO tubular structures, which results in poor dye loading. In addition, smaller GNPs would produce a greater shift in the Fermi level due to the small electron accumulation in the GNPs. This is in contrast to the larger, agglomerated GNPs, which would require a larger electron build-up to cause an upward shift of the Fermi level and therefore a higher recombination loss of the accumulated electrons with the oxidized redox electrolyte and/or dye species (the process mechanism of which will be discussed below). Consequently, this would produce a lower photocurrent and poorer overall performance as shown in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7 Current density vs voltage characteristic of GNP/ZnO-NT based DSSC with agglomerated GNPs obtained by using a high concentration of 10 mM AuCl₃ electrolyte.
The photon-to-electron conversion mechanisms using the GNP/ZnO photoanode without dye and that loaded with the N719 dye are shown schematically in Figure 5.8. The presence of GNPs would enhance photon absorption in the visible region. As for the case of GNP/ZnO photoanode without dye shown in Figure 5.8a, electrons are injected from the Au Fermi level to the conduction band (CB) of ZnO upon light illumination, which is responsible for the photocurrent so produced. On the other hand, when the GNP/ZnO photoanode loaded with the N719 dye (Figure 5.8b), electron injection into the ZnO conduction band could occur in two routes. The electrons generated from the photo-excited dye molecules, via a highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) transition, could be transported directly to the ZnO conduction band. Alternatively, the generated electron could also be transferred indirectly to the deposited Au NPs first and then onto the ZnO NT surface. As a result of their electrons accumulation at the Au energy level, the Au Fermi level would be shifted upward toward the ZnO conduction band and hence resulting in buildup of a potential barrier at the metal/semiconductor interface. In addition, the existence of Schottky barrier would enhance the device performance due to the blockage of the back electron-transfer from the ZnO conduction band to the GNPs, which would reduce the recombination loss that may occur between charge carriers (electrons) and any oxidized species of the redox electrolyte or dye molecules. The GNP/ZnO-NT system so constructed therefore provides a more efficient charge-transfer process with enhanced light absorption, thus leading to a better overall performance of GNP surface-modified photoanode. Future work could be performed to optimize the vertical arrangement with fixed spacing of the nanostructures using nanotemplating and nanolithography techniques, in order to increase the charge collection property and to further enhance the overall performance. An additional step of coating the gold nanoparticles with a passivation layer of appropriately optimized thickness to prevent them from acting as charge recombination centers could also improve their overall efficiency.
Figure 5.8 Schematic diagrams of the device architectures and corresponding energy band diagrams for solar cells constructed from GNP/ZnO-NT photoanode (a) without and (b) with N719 dye, illustrating the photon-to-electron conversion mechanisms.

5.4 Conclusions

By taking advantage of the plasmonic effect, appropriately sized GNPs electrodeposited on ZnO-NTs have provided significant enhancement to their performance in DSSC application. Here, we illustrate that two main enhancements could be achieved by an all-electrodeposition approach. First, a simple, direct electrodeposition technique has been used to deposit ZnO nanotubes, which provide a distinctly higher total surface area (with both inside and outside tubular surfaces) for superior dye loading. Second, electrodeposition is also used to control the deposition of GNPs of appropriate size that would manifest the plasmonic effect to maximize the optical improvement observed in the visible region. The formation of the interfacial Au/ZnO Schottky barrier also blocks the back electron-transfer from ZnO conduction band to the GNPs, thereby reducing the recombination loss involving oxidized dye and/or electrolyte molecules. These enhancements have led to an excellent photon conversion efficiency of 6%, with an open-circuit voltage of 0.61 V and a fill factor of 0.75.
Chapter 6
Hierarchical Tin Oxide Nanostructures for Dye-Sensitized Solar Cell Application

6.1 Introduction

Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells (DSSCs) are promising devices for conversion of solar energy to electricity since the ground-breaking work of Gratzel. 1 During the last two decades, a massive amount of work has been done on TiO$_2$-based DSSCs, the photon-to-electron conversion efficiency (PCE) of which has been improved significantly, reaching as high as 10%. Recently, the use of alternative transparent conductive oxides, such as ZnO and SnO$_2$, have been reported for DSSC applications, due to their excellent optical transparency, wide direct band gap, high electron mobility, and large electron diffusion coefficient. However, earlier studies have shown that ZnO could suffer from its lower chemical stability and dye loading capacity, which makes it less attractive as a photoanode in DSSC applications. In contrast, SnO$_2$ has lower UV degradation characteristic with a band gap of 3.8 eV and generally better stability. One major challenge of SnO$_2$ is the faster recombination rate due to higher electron transport dynamics and low open circuit voltage (~400 mV), which limits the overall PCE. Consequently, further modifications have been introduced on the surface of SnO$_2$ nanowires by decorating with TiO$_2$ nanoparticles or coating with a compact thin film of MgO as a passivation layer. The latter has been shown to reduce the loss resulting from the recombination of electrons injected to SnO$_2$ with acceptors in the electrolyte. Furthermore, in order to reduce the charge carrier recombination rate, which is partly due to the charge hopping transport mechanism in classical nanoparticle films, quasi one-dimensional nanostructures with direct pathways have been employed to improve the charge collection efficiency. However, those structures generally have a lower surface area, which results in lower dye loading efficiency. Therefore, many hierarchical nanostructures have been introduced instead, in order to increase the surface area, which should improve the charge collection efficiencies and the overall performance of the DSSC. In the present work, we employ the pulsed laser deposition

---

(PLD) technique to produce novel SnO$_2$ hierarchical nanostructures by introducing NiO to create new nucleation sites. This process induces the growth of nanobelt side branches off the nanobelt main trunk to produce a highly branched structure with a much higher surface area. In addition, we achieve further tuning of the open circuit voltage ($V_{oc}$) by simple surface passivation treatment of these hierarchical SnO$_2$ nanostructures with uniform coating of an MgO layer, with thickness appropriately optimized. A 10-fold enhancement in the PCE of the hierarchical SnO$_2$ nanostructured sample with MgO passivation (to 4.14%) relative to that of a pristine SnO$_2$ nanobelt sample is observed.

**6.1 Materials and Methods**

SnO$_2$ nanostructures were prepared in a PLD system with an excimer laser source (248 nm) operating with a fluence of 350 mJ/pulse and a repetition rate of 10 Hz. A detailed description of our catalyst-assisted PLD system used for depositing SnO$_2$ nanobelts has been given elsewhere.$^{253}$ Indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass substrates were sonicated in acetone and then in isopropanol, each for 10 min, followed by thoroughly rinsing with Millipore water before use. Following our earlier work, $^{31}$ gold nanoislands were created on these substrates by post-annealing a thin (<10 nm), sputter-coated layer of gold for 1 h.

Deposition targets, composed of pure SnO$_2$ and of SnO$_2$ mixed with 5 wt% NiO, were prepared by mixing and grinding appropriate amounts of respective powders in a mortar and pestle for 20 min, followed by pressing the powders under 20 MPa and sintering them for 24 h at 900 °C. Laser ablation was then performed at a substrate temperature of 500 °C in 400 mTorr of Ar for 90 min, using the respective targets of pristine SnO$_2$ and of NiO-mixed SnO$_2$ (designated here as NiO-SnO$_2$). The morphologies of the resulting SnO$_2$ nanostructured films were studied by using field-emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in a Zeiss Ultra Plus microscope. The crystal structures were characterized by glancing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) using a PANalytical X’Pert Pro MRD diffractometer, configured with a mirror incident beam optics and 0.27° parallel plate collimator on the diffracted beam optics, at an incidence angle of 0.6°. Bright-field low-resolution and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies were performed by using a Zeiss Libra 200 MC microscope on hierarchical nanostructures scraped off from the substrate and transferred onto a lacey carbon TEM grid.

The surface areas of the samples were estimated by desorption experiments. Commercial dye solutions (Z907, Solarnix) with different concentrations were prepared and their UV-Vis absorption
spectra were collected. Using the Beer-Lambert law, we constructed a calibration curve based on the absorbance of different dye concentrations at different wavelengths ($\lambda$). We also calculated the molar absorption coefficient of the dye to be 4.205 m$^2$/mol at a fixed $\lambda_{max} = 542$ nm. Both dye-loaded pristine SnO$_2$ and NiO-SnO$_2$ samples were each placed into a 10 mM solution of KOH (pH 13) to desorb the dye. The concentrations of the desorbed dye were determined by UV-vis spectroscopy and the amount of dye loading was calculated.\textsuperscript{170} The as-prepared nanostructures was passivated by further surface treatment of dipping in a hot ethanolic Mg(CH$_3$COO)$_2$ solution of three different concentrations (20, 60, and 120 mM) for one minute at 70 °C. A passivated shell layer of MgO covering the nanostructures (with thickness depending on the Mg(CH$_3$COO)$_2$ concentration) was then generated by annealing in air at 500 °C for 90 min.\textsuperscript{248}

In the present work, we prepared a DSSC using a standard procedure as follows. The photoanode was obtained by soaking the as-prepared SnO$_2$ or NiO-SnO$_2$ nanostructures (supported on an ITO-glass substrate) in a 0.3 mM solution of the Z907 dye for 72 h. A Pt thin film (200 nm thick) sputter-deposited on the ITO-glass substrate was used as the counter electrode. A redox couple electrolyte ($I^-/I_3^-$) was then sandwiched between the photoanode and the counter electrode. The corresponding electrical parameters were characterized by using a solar cell current-voltage characterization system (PV Measurements IV5) equipped with a class ABA solar simulator and an Air Mass 1.5 global spectral filter. Prior to the current-voltage measurement, the system was calibrated using a Si reference cell (PVM782 with a BK7 window).

6.2 Results and Discussion

6.2.1 Growth mechanism of hierarchical SnO$_2$ nanostructures

The SEM images in Figure 6.1 show the different morphologies of pristine SnO$_2$ nanobelts PLD-grown by using a SnO$_2$ target, highly branched hierarchical nanostructures grown by using a NiO-SnO$_2$ target, without and with passivation by MgO (the latter is denoted as MgO/NiO-SnO$_2$). The pristine SnO$_2$ tapered nanobelts, with typical lengths of 30-70 \textmu m and widths of 5-30 nm, as grown on an ITO substrate pre-decorated with Au nanoislands are found to be in random orientation (Figure 6.1a). A sharp tip with a gold nanoparticle at the top of a nanobelt is observed. Interestingly, the structure changes completely into a hierarchical nanostructure (Figure 6.1b, 6.1d) when using a NiO-mixed SnO$_2$ target. The resulting side branches are 50-100 nm long, with an Au nanoparticle at the top of each of the tapered nanobelts. The roughened surface of the main nanobelt trunk and the
addition of the side branches found for the NiO-SnO$_2$ nanostructure (Figure 6.1d) are clearly quite different from the pristine SnO$_2$ nanobelt sample (Figure 6.1a). We do not observe any further branching of the nanobelt side branches. The absence of any further branching confirms the important role of NiO, since the side branches need to achieve a certain diameter in order for the concentration of surface NiO to sufficiently impact the gold mobility as discussed in detail below.

These NiO-SnO$_2$ hierarchical nanostructures have considerably larger surface area than the pristine SnO$_2$ nanobelts, and therefore they are an excellent candidate for use as a photoanode for DSSC application. To further improve performance, we perform MgO passivation of these highly branched Ni-SnO$_2$ nanostructures, which results in a fine uniform coating of a thin MgO layer (Figure 6.1c, 6.1e) with much smoother surface. Evidently, the ultra-small features are found to be preserved after the surface treatment, which suggests the viability of fabricating hybrid devices based on these hierarchical nanostructures by using this process.
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**Figure 6.1** SEM images of (a) pristine SnO$_2$ nanobelts with inset at a higher magnification, (b, d) NiO-SnO$_2$ hierarchical nanostructures, and (c, e) MgO/NiO-SnO$_2$ hierarchical nanostructures (with a MgO passivation layer of an optimized thickness). All the nanostructures were PLD-grown on ITO-glass substrates pre-decorated with gold nanoislands at 500 °C in 400 mTorr of Ar for 90 min.
The corresponding GIXRD results (Figure 6.2) show very similar results for the PLD-grown SnO$_2$ nanobelts and NiO-SnO$_2$ hierarchical nanostructures, both with a preferred growth direction of (110), while the hierarchical nanostructures are found to have a higher (100) intensity for the Au$_{17}$Sn$_3$ alloy feature. Furthermore, no shift in the X-ray peak position from the literature values for SnO$_2$ (00-041-1445) is observed, with the full width half maximum also showing little or no broadening, consistent with a pure material. This finding confirms the absence of any doping effect of NiO on the SnO$_2$ crystal structure due to their low solubility, in accord with the results of Castro et al.\textsuperscript{254} Lowering the NiO concentration in the NiO-SnO$_2$ target has led to larger and longer primary SnO$_2$ nanobelts before the formation of side branches, while increasing the NiO concentration has given rise to smaller primary SnO$_2$ nanobelts and potentially more side branches.

**Figure 6.2** Typical glancing-incidence X-ray diffraction patterns of pristine SnO$_2$ nanobelts and of NiO-SnO$_2$ hierarchical nanostructures. The PDF2 reference patterns of the tetragonal phase of SnO$_2$ powder (#00-041-1445) and FCC phase of Au (#00-004-0784) are shown as bottom and top bar graphs, respectively. Asterisk is used to denote a Au$_{17}$Sn$_3$ alloy feature (#03-065-6388).
The crystal structures of the as-grown hierarchical nanostructures have also been examined by TEM. The low-resolution TEM image (Figure 6.3a) shows a typical PLD-grown NiO-SnO$_2$ hierarchical nanostructure in which the tapered nanobelts are capped with gold nanoparticles. The corresponding high-resolution TEM images for the nanoparticle (Figure 6.3b) and side branch regions (Figure 6.3c) reveal respective fringe spacings of 0.23 nm and 0.33 nm, which correspond to the interplanar spacings along the Au[111] (Figure 6.3b) and SnO$_2$[110] directions (Figure 6.3c), respectively. Fourier transform patterns (Figure 6.3, far right panels) are also obtained for the catalyst region (Region 1), outer region of the catalyst (Region 2), and the nanobelt region (Region 3). These patterns are found to be consistent with the identification of the respective regions to Au, metallic Sn, and SnO$_2$, respectively. The existence of a gold-tin alloy was observed in our earlier work$^{253}$ and our results are in accord with previous studies on the catalytic role of metallic Sn nanoparticles in the growth of other semiconductors,$^{255,256}$ and the self-catalytic property for the growth of SnO$_2$ nanowires and nanobelts.$^{257,258}$
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**Figure 6.3** (a) Low-resolution and (b, c) high-resolution TEM images for a typical NiO-SnO$_2$ hierarchical nanostructure with fringe spacings corresponding to different crystalline planes for region 1: gold nanoparticles, region 2: metallic Sn, and region 3: SnO$_2$ side branch, with different respective growth orientations. Respective Fourier transform patterns for selected regions 1, 2 and 3 are shown on the far right.
In Figure 6.4, we show a schematic diagram of our proposed mechanism for the growth of these hierarchical structures. In our model, Au nanoisland formation on an ITO-glass substrate (Stage a) provides the catalysts for PLD-growth of SnO$_2$ nanobelts following the vapour-liquid-solid growth mechanism (Stage b). This process is catalyzed with the gold nanoparticle at the top of the nanobelt. As soon as there is a sufficiently large SnO$_2$ nanobelt surface, the NiO nanoclusters are adsorbed on the surface due to the low solubility of NiO in SnO$_2$. These NiO nanoclusters on the SnO$_2$ nanobelt surface would lower the mobility of gold catalysts on the surface, which are relatively mobile at deposition temperature of 500°C. The lower mobility of gold catalysts leads to the formation of smaller gold nanoparticles on the edges of the nanobelt (Stage c). These NiO+Au nanoclusters could serve as possible reaction sites that promote the reduction of Sn$^{2+}$/Sn$^{4+}$ to metallic Sn on the nanobelt edge (Stage d). The Sn atoms interacting with the mobile gold atoms form the Sn-Au alloy nucleation sites that catalyse growth of SnO$_2$ side branches off the trunk of the nanobelt, following the vapour-liquid-solid growth mechanism (Stage e) with higher magnification of the gold particles surrounded with metallic Sn shell as will be confirmed later. This process is self-limited by the finite amount of NiO (5%) present in the target, creating the hierarchical nanostructures without any secondary side branch generation. Consistent with our XRD results, no doping effect of NiO is detected as shown in Figure 6.3c, as no change in the SnO$_2$ lattice spacing is observed. Growth of the hierarchical structures should depend sensitively on the NiO concentration in the SnO$_2$ target, because a critical surface concentration of NiO is required to lower the gold mobility. The effect of NiO can be inferred by the presence of a thin layer of metallic Sn coating the gold nanoparticles located at the tips of the side branches and of the main trunks of SnO$_2$ nanobelts. The presence of the metallic Sn coating is supported by the Fourier transform patterns of region 2 in Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.4 Schematic diagram of our proposed growth mechanism for a typical NiO-SnO$_2$ hierarchical nanostructure grown by catalyst-assisted PLD using a SnO$_2$ target mixed with NiO.

6.2.2 SnO$_2$ nanostructures as photoanodes for DSSC application

The increase in the surface area of the NiO-SnO$_2$ hierarchical nanostructures can be estimated by measuring the enhancement of dye absorption. Prior to our dye loading measurements, a calibration curve of the Z907 dye at different concentrations at constant maximum wavelength = 542 nm was constructed as shown in Figure 6.5. The UV-Vis absorption spectra were collected after incubating both the pristine SnO$_2$ nanobelts and hierarchical NiO-SnO$_2$ nanostructures in the dye overnight. This was followed by desorption of the absorbed dye from the nanostructures using 10 mM KOH at pH 13 and evaluation of the concentrations of the desorbed dye for both samples from their UV-Vis spectra. Figure 6.6a shows a higher dye absorbance for the NiO-SnO$_2$ hierarchical nanostructures giving a dye concentration of $8.6 \times 10^{-3}$ mM, in comparison to that of pristine SnO$_2$ nanobelts with a concentration of $7.7 \times 10^{-3}$ mM, all evaluated at wavelength of 542 nm. This result confirms the larger surface area of the as-prepared NiO-SnO$_2$ hierarchical nanostructures. In Figure 6.6b, we show the schematic diagrams of the DSSCs that we fabricated using the pristine SnO$_2$ nanobelts and NiO-SnO$_2$ hierarchical nanostructures as the photoanodes. The increase in the absorption areas provided by NiO-SnO$_2$ hierarchical nanostructures results in greater absorption of the dye, which in turn increases the solar cell performance, as discussed below.
Figure 6.5 UV/Vis absorption spectra of dye solutions with different concentrations: (a) 0.5, (b) 0.4, (c) 0.3, (d) 0.2, and (e) 0.1 mM. The absorbance at constant wavelength = 542 nm as a function of the dye concentration is shown as the inset.

Figure 6.6 (a) UV/Vis absorption spectra for pristine SnO$_2$ nanobelts and NiO-SnO$_2$ nanostructures, depicting a higher dye loading for the NiO-SnO$_2$ hierarchical nanostructures than the pristine SnO$_2$ nanobelts due to the increase in surface area. (b) Schematic diagrams of DSSC device structures employing pristine SnO$_2$ nanobelts (top) and NiO-SnO$_2$ hierarchical nanostructures (bottom) as the photoanode materials.
Figure 6.7a shows the current density vs voltage curves obtained over an active area of 0.1 cm² for different DSSCs employing as active photoanode materials: pristine SnO₂ (Cell A), hierarchical NiO-SnO₂ (Cell B), and hierarchical NiO-SnO₂ nanostructures passivated with an MgO layer, designated as MgO/NiO-SnO₂ (Cell C). For Cell C, we varied the thickness of the MgO passivation layer by incubating the sample in different concentrations of hot ethanolic Mg(CH₃COO)₂: (C20) 20 mM, (C60) 60 mM, and (C120) 120 mM, all followed by annealing in air at 500°C for 90 min. Their solar cell performances, along with their cell structure, are summarized in Figure 6.7 and Table 6.1. Although great enhancement by nearly an order of magnitude is observed in the short circuit current density \( J_{SC} = 18.57 \text{ mA/cm}^2 \) for Cell B due to a higher dye loading arising from a larger surface area of the hierarchical NiO-SnO₂ nanostructures, both open circuit voltage \( V_{OC} = 0.414 \text{ V} \) and fill factor (FF = 48 %) for Cell B are slightly lower than the respective values for Cell A (with \( V_{OC} = 0.463 \text{ V}, \text{ FF} = 55 \% \), and \( J_{SC} = 1.87 \text{ mA/cm}^2 \)). This finding confirms a more pronounced effect that the higher mobility in SnO₂ leads to a higher probability of recombination of electrons injected to SnO₂ with acceptors in the electrolyte.²⁴⁶

In order to reduce the recombination process loss, we coated an insulating layer of MgO with different thickness using hot ethanolic Mg(CH₃COO)₂ solutions of different concentrations, as shown in the schematic band diagram of the constructed cell in Figure 6.8. For a thicker MgO film coating obtained with a higher concentration for Cell C120, up to 0.3 V improvement in \( V_{OC} \) to 0.710 V and 15.9 % increase in FF to 71 % with respect to Cell B are obtained. However, this is accompanied by a drastically lower \( J_{SC} \) of 1.83 mA/cm², indicating sharp retardation in charge carrier diffusion likely caused by a thicker passivation layer. Further investigation was conducted to optimize the passivation layer thickness by studying the effect of different concentrations of Mg(CH₃COO)₂ on both \( J_{SC} \) and \( V_{OC} \), as well as the overall PCE, as shown in Figure 6.7.

Evidently, an increase of 0.138 V in \( V_{OC} \) for C20, followed by higher values of 0.188 V for C60 and 0.296 V for C120, all with respect to \( V_{OC} \) for Cell B, is observed (Figure 6.7b). At the same time, sharp increase in \( J_{SC} \) is found for Cell B (compared with Cell A), followed by a generally reducing trend from B to C20, C60 and C120 (Figure 6.7c). An optimum concentration of 20 mM was obtained for Cell C20, with \( J_{SC}, V_{OC}, \) and FF of 13.34 mA/cm², 0.547 V, and 52 %, respectively, leading to a notable increase in PCE (to 4.14%) from the PCEs of Cell A (0.48%) and Cell B (3.69%) (Figure 6.7d). However, this increase in PCE is at the expense of a smaller \( J_{SC} \), which can be explained by the blue shift in the photocurrent of insulating coating.²⁵⁹ Recent studies have employed
SnO$_2$ films and nanostructures, mostly prepared by hydrothermal methods, as the photoanode material for DSSC applications, the PCE of which was found to increase by up to 7% after passivation process.\textsuperscript{248, 249, 250, 259, 244} To date, even fewer studies have used SnO$_2$ nanomaterials grown by vapor deposition methods for DSSCs applications. Gubbala et al. employed ALD-grown SnO$_2$ nanowires as a photoanode with an excellent open circuit voltage of 0.560 V and an overall PCE of 2.1%. Furthermore, an enhancement in their performance of 4.1% was obtained by coating the highly interconnected nanowires with TiO$_2$ nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{247}

In the present work, a remarkable enhancement in PCE, i.e. over 7 times increase, for Cell B is observed when compared with pristine SnO$_2$ nanobelts (Cell A). While fine tuning of the thickness of the MgO passivation layer appears to improve the PCE by only 12% for Cell C20 from that without any passivation layer (Cell B), the improvement in $V_{OC}$ by 33% for Cell C20 (and 71% for Cell 120) with respect to that for Cell B is significant. Future work will focus on further optimization of the deposition parameters to obtain better length to width aspect ratio for the as-grown SnO$_2$ nanostructure for electronic applications. In addition, in-situ decoration with Au or Ag nanoclusters in the hierarchical SnO$_2$ nanostructures during PLD growth may offer additional improvement on their PCEs through plasmonic effects.
Figure 6.7 (a) Current density vs voltage profiles, (b) open circuit voltage, (c) short circuit current density, and (d) photoconversion efficiency of DSSCs with different photoanode materials: (Cell A) pristine SnO$_2$ nanobelts (marked by cross), (Cell B) NiO-SnO$_2$ hierarchical nanostructures, and (Cell C20, C60, C120) NiO-SnO$_2$ hierarchical nanostructures passivated with MgO layers of different thicknesses.
Table 6.1  Solar cell performance of DSSCs with different photoanode materials: (Cell A) pristine SnO$_2$ nanobelts, (Cell B) NiO-SnO$_2$ hierarchical nanostructures, and (Cell C20, C60, C120) MgO/NiO-SnO$_2$ hierarchical nanostructures passivated with MgO of different thicknesses *

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell Structure</th>
<th>$V_{oc}$ (V)</th>
<th>$J_{sc}$ (mA/cm$^2$)</th>
<th>FF [%]</th>
<th>PCE [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>SnO$_2$</td>
<td>0.463</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>NiO-SnO$_2$</td>
<td>0.414</td>
<td>18.57</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C20</td>
<td>MgO/NiO-SnO$_2$</td>
<td>0.552</td>
<td>13.34</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C60</td>
<td>MgO/NiO-SnO$_2$</td>
<td>0.602</td>
<td>7.30</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C120</td>
<td>MgO/NiO-SnO$_2$</td>
<td>0.710</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Cells C20, C60 and C120 were prepared with MgO passivation layers of different thicknesses obtained by soaking in, respectively, 20, 60, and 120 mM of hot ethanolic Mg acetate solution at 70 °C for 1 min, followed by annealing in air at 500 °C for 90 min.
Figure 6.8 Schematic diagram of MgO-coated SnO$_2$ nanostructures in a typical DSSC system, depicting that the presence of MgO as the passivation layer could prevent the undesirable charge recombination with any oxidized dye or electrolyte species.

6.3 Conclusion

Highly branched NiO-SnO$_2$ hierarchical nanostructures, consisting of tapered nanobelt main trunk and nanobelt side branches with greatly increased surface area, were obtained by using a NiO-mixed SnO$_2$ target for catalyst-assisted PLD. We propose a plausible growth model involving NiO nanoclusters as the initiators for reducing Sn ions to metallic Sn, which then mixes with the highly mobile Au atoms (coming from the Au nanocatalyst at the tip of the nanobelt) forming Sn-Au alloy nanoclusters on the nanobelt surface. These Sn-Au alloy nanoclusters provide the nucleation sites for growth of SnO$_2$ side branches. Furthermore, both pristine SnO$_2$ nanobelts and NiO-SnO$_2$ hierarchical nanostructures were employed as photoanode materials in DSSCs. When compared to SnO$_2$ pristine nanobelts (Cell A), an excellent enhancement in $J_{SC}$ is observed for NiO-SnO$_2$ hierarchical nanostructures (Cell B) due to their higher dye loading as a result of their larger surface area and better charge collection property. Furthermore, hot ethanolic Mg(CH$_3$COO)$_2$ solutions of different concentrations have been used to optimize coating of the as-prepared NiO-SnO$_2$ hierarchical nanostructures with a MgO passivation layer of appropriate thickness. This passivation step is found to be successful in reducing the large contribution of recombination of electrons injected to SnO$_2$ with...
acceptors in the electrolyte due to the much higher electron transport dynamics of SnO$_2$ photoanode. With an optimized thickness for the MgO passivation layer to reduce the expected recombination loss, a nearly 10-fold enhancement in the PCE to 4.14% has been achieved for MgO-passivated NiO-SnO$_2$ hierarchical nanostructures (Cell C20) when compared to pristine SnO$_2$ nanobelts (Cell A). The present work therefore illustrates the importance of increasing surface area and enhancing the charge carrier collection by developing a new approach of synthesizing hierarchical nanostructures. In addition, we succeeded in improving the open circuit voltage by minimizing recombination loss using MgO passivation with appropriately optimized layer thickness for building high efficiency dye-sensitized solar cells.
Chapter 7
Concluding Remarks and Future Work

7.1 Summary of Contributions

In the present work, we have succeeded in constructing different inorganic and organic solar cells by employing ZnO and SnO$_2$ nanostructures and achieve respectable performance. For the first time, ZnO nanotubes have been synthesized on ITO-glass substrates using a one-step, catalyst- and seed-layer-free direct electrodeposition method without O$_2$ bubbling or any etching step. This method creates one-dimensional tubular nanostructure with high surface area and less surface defects. We demonstrate the importance of controlling the electrolyte conductivity rather than the traditional method of using different electrolyte concentration to manipulate the morphologies of the prepared ZnO nanostructures. Two different ZnO nanostructures (i.e. nanotubes vs nanorods) can be prepared by varying the supporting electrolyte with different monovalent and divalent anions, respectively. We propose a growth mechanism for ZnO nanotubes (ZnO-NTs) and ZnO nanorods (ZnO-NRs), based on complete characterization of their morphologies, crystal structures and chemical-state compositions.

Briefly, the equivalent conductance values for all supporting electrolytes with monovalent anions: Cl$^-$ (62.8 S cm$^2$ mol$^{-1}$), ClO$_4^-$ (59.1 S cm$^2$ mol$^{-1}$), and NO$_3^-$ (59.2 S cm$^2$ mol$^{-1}$) are considerably lower than that of supporting electrolytes with divalent anions: SO$_4^{2-}$ (207.6 S cm$^2$ mol$^{-1}$) and C$_2$O$_4^{2-}$ (207.4 S cm$^2$ mol$^{-1}$). This difference affects the ion diffusion process during electrodeposition of ZnO nanostructures and their growth mechanism. A highly conducting electrolyte is expected to enhance the diffusion of Zn$^{2+}$, which therefore leads to higher Zn(OH)$_2$ generation and subsequently higher ZnO deposition that results in ZnO nanorod formation. However, under a lower conductivity condition, the Cl$^-$ adsorption rate (as in the monovalent anion case) is more pronounced, which would result in a lower ZnO growth rate and then the pseudo two-dimensional nanotube formation would occur. Different parameters such as deposition temperature and deposition time have also been investigated in order to control the areal density of the electrodeposited ZnO nanotubes. As an exploratory investigation for their application in photovoltaics, we shed some light on employing these ZnO nanotubes as an active photoanode material in DSSCs that offer a decent efficiency of 1.6%.
These n-type one-dimensional ZnO nanostructures allow us to construct a p-n heterojunction inorganic solar cell by incorporating p-type Cu$_2$O thin film. This approach is used to improve the light harvesting and the charge collection efficiency by taking advantage of the high surface area junction and direct charge transfer pathway of these one-dimensional ZnO nanostructures. Most of the previous studies on electrodeposited p-Cu$_2$O/n-ZnO heterojunction solar cells have involved electrodeposited ZnO nanorods/nanowires and ZnO nanotubes, the latter obtained after a second etching step of the as-prepared ZnO nanorods in order to obtain complete dissolution of the (0001) plane and formation of the tubular structure. However, etching in such a highly alkaline solution would create a significant amount of surface defects and consequently further increase the recombination loss at the junction interface. This has become a limiting factor for the reported open-circuit voltage value and consequently the overall performance. In contrast, we construct our heterojunction solar cells consisted of directly electrodeposited n-type ZnO nanotubes (and nanorods) with less surface defects and a p-type Cu$_2$O thin film of appropriate thickness to maximize their open-circuit voltages.

Post-annealing of the p-type Cu$_2$O nanostructured film at 200°C is found to provide better crystallinity and a higher conductivity for additional improvement in the performance. Further optimizing the film thickness of Cu$_2$O, as calculated using Poisson’s equation according to their charge carrier concentration and absolute permittivity values, also assures the full built-in potential across the junction interface. Finally, the electrodeposited tubular ZnO nanostructures is grown on the top of a sufficiently thick ZnO seed layer, which prevents any leakage pathway and increases the junction area, and consequently increases their short-circuit current values. The open-circuit values obtained for Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NT (0.71 V) and Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NR heterojunction devices (0.66 V) represent the highest $V_{OC}$ reported to date for this type of electrodeposited Cu$_2$O/ZnO solar cells. Remarkably, the short-circuit current density of the Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NT cell (2.40 mA/cm$^2$) is twice that of the Cu$_2$O/ZnO-NR cell (1.12 mA/cm$^2$), which validates the advantages of larger junction area and better charge carrier collection as provided by junction devices based on tubular nanostructures.

As an alternative to TiO$_2$ photoanode, ZnO and SnO$_2$ nanostructures are used as photoanodes in classical dye sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) in order to take advantage of their excellent electron dynamics, particularly their higher electron mobility and electron diffusion coefficients when compared to the commonly used TiO$_2$. The electrodeposited pristine ZnO nanotubes exhibit an efficiency approaching 4.7% when loaded with the N719 dye in a typical liquid based DSSC. Simple
modification by electrodepositing gold nanoparticles (GNPs) on the surfaces of ZnO nanotubes produces a higher-performance photoanode (GNP/ZnO-NT) with higher absorbance in the visible region due to the surface plasmon resonance of the metallic gold nanoparticles. The size distribution and the areal density of the electrodeposited gold nanoparticles are optimized by employing the appropriate AuCl$_3$ solution concentration and deposition time. An optimized deposition time of 300 s in a 1 mM AuCl$_3$ electrolyte solution is found to produce a homogenous coverage of GNPs with an average particle size of 12 nm and the largest areal density, which leads to the highest light absorbance for GNP/ZnO-NT. Using cyclic voltammetry and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, we further illustrate the enhanced charge transfer property as provided by the smaller charge transfer resistance for GNP/ZnO-NT compared to the pristine ZnO-NT photoanode.

The GNP/ZnO-NT and ZnO-NT photoanodes are used to construct classical liquid-based DSSCs with and without dye loading to investigate their solar cell performance. Our findings confirm the higher photon absorbance of GNP/ZnO-NT compared to pristine ZnO-NT photoanode due to the enhancement by the plasmonic gold nanoparticles. The latter is responsible for electron injection from the Au Fermi level into the ZnO conduction band, which subsequently produces photocurrent even in the absence of the dye molecules. In the presence of the dye, electron injection into the ZnO conduction band could occur in two routes. The electrons can be generated from the photo-excited dye molecules as expected in a typical DSSC process mechanism or transferred indirectly to the deposited GNPs first and then onto the ZnO NT surface. Furthermore, electron accumulation at the Au energy level could shift the Au Fermi level upward near the ZnO conduction band and hence lead to build up of a potential barrier in the metal/semiconductor photodiode. The formation of such a Schottky barrier at the Au/ZnO interface would improve the device performance due to the blockage of the back electron-transfer from the ZnO conduction band to the GNPs. These enhancements in the GNP/ZnO-NT photoanode have led to an excellent efficiency of 6%.

In addition, we employ the hierarchical SnO$_2$ nanostructures, prepared by using catalyst-assisted pulsed laser deposition, as the photoanode for DSSC application. A novel growth mechanism is proposed for such highly branched one-dimensional nanostructures obtained by mixing NiO into the SnO$_2$ target. In particular, the growth of the primary SnO$_2$ nanobelts is catalyzed by gold nanoislands prepared on ITO glass substrate. The catalyzed PLD-growth of SnO$_2$ follows the vapour-liquid-solid growth mechanism, where the gold nanoparticles are lifted up on the top of SnO$_2$ nanobelts. NiO nanoclusters would adsorb on the nanobelt surface as soon as they are formed,
because of the low solubility of NiO in SnO$_2$. Consequently, the adsorbed NiO nanoclusters could first reduce the mobility of the gold catalysts on the surface, which are relatively mobile at the deposition temperature of 500°C. Known for their reducing property, the Au catalysts could also convert Sn$^{2+}$/Sn$^{4+}$ to metallic Sn to form Sn-Au alloy nucleation sites. These Sn-Au alloy sites catalyze the growth of secondary side branches of SnO$_2$ that consequently leads to the formation of the observed highly branched hierarchical NiO-SnO$_2$ nanostructures.

Taking the advantage of their high specific surface area and consequently their enhanced dye loading property, we employ these hierarchical NiO-SnO$_2$ nanostructures as photoanode material for DSSC application. With their enhanced UV/Vis absorbance compared to pristine SnO$_2$ nanobelts, we obtain an efficiency of 3.69% for the NiO-SnO$_2$ based DSSC, which is nearly an order of magnitude that of pristine SnO$_2$ nanobelts (0.48%). However, their open-circuit voltage (0.41 V) is somewhat limited, which is due to the recombination loss that occurs when electrons are injected to SnO$_2$ with acceptors in the electrolyte. To further improve the DSSC performance, we coat the as-prepared hierarchical NiO-SnO$_2$ nanostructures with an MgO passivation layer of appropriately optimized thickness in order to reduce the undesirable recombination loss. This leads to an improved $V_{OC}$ of 0.14 V and a respectable overall efficiency of 4.14%.

7.2 Future Work

In the present work, we utilize the as-prepared one-dimensional ZnO and SnO$_2$ nanostructures as advanced photoanode materials for constructing various inorganic and organic solar cell systems. Further work could be pursued to further improve the performance of the constructed solar cells. Several lines of research are summarized below:

- **Photoanode design optimization by nanolithography**

  Further control of the dimensionality of the electrodeposited ZnO and as-grown SnO$_2$ nanostructures including their length, diameter, and length-to-width aspect ratio would allow us to further optimize the performance of the solar cells. Despite their higher cost and more complicated fabrication process, nanolithographical techniques could provide us with the flexibility in “tuning” the spatial, geometrical and orientational arrangements of the as-prepared one-dimensional nanostructures on the substrate. Studies using these optimized templates can provide us with new insights into charge collection and geometrical enhancement in the overall performance of the solar cell before lower-cost, large-scale methods can be developed. As shown in Figure 7.1, some
preliminary work along this direction has been achieved. A matrix of dots of different diameters and pitch spacings is patterned on a photoresist-coated ITO-glass substrate by using the newly installed ion beam lithography system, followed by sputtering with Pt and photoresist removal. These templates are then used as nanoelectrodes for electrodeposition of ZnO nanostructures. Early results demonstrate the potential control of the growth direction of as-grown ZnO nanostructures in well-ordered arrays. Further work is clearly needed to optimize the template diameter to achieve better vertically alignment of as-grown nanostructures in the arrays.

Figure 7.1 SEM images of Pt template on ITO-glass with different pitch spacings before and after electrodeposition of ZnO nanostructures.

- **Dry deposition methods for nanostructure synthesis**

  Despite the advantage of the “all-electrodeposition” approach for fabricating photovoltaic devices at ambient temperature, wet-chemistry methods suffer from lower reproducibility and the presence of unwanted chemicals. Simple dry deposition methods such as the reactive ion etching should be explored to reproduce similar nanostructures that are compatible with heterojunction solar cells. Preliminary work has shown that reactive ion etching could easily generate the required one-dimensional nanostructures (nanofingers), and that the interface quality with an acceptable amount of defects could also be achieved.
• **Band structure engineering**

Additional band structure engineering of the constructed cells should be explored. This can be achieved by doping the as-prepared nanostructures with trivalent group-III elements such as Al, Ga, and In, which would substitute the cation in ZnO nanostructures and consequently affect their electronic structure with fine control of tuning their band gap using different doping concentrations. Another approach is to construct core-shell nanostructured materials with different band gaps, in order to maximize the amount of photon absorbed and their light harvesting capability. For example, coating ZnO nanostructures with different semiconductors nanocrystals (quantum dots), including CdS, CdSe, and InAs, could enhance the solar light absorption by finely controlling their particle size. In addition, the ability of quantum dots in generating multiple electron-hole pairs per photon could also improve the device performance.

• **Post treatment, theoretical calculations, and new configuration of DSSCs**

For DSSC systems, synthesis of new hybrid nanostructures designed specifically for photovoltaic applications could lead to better device performance by taking advantage of their synergetic properties that individual constituent components lack. For instance, coating TiO$_2$ nanoclusters on ZnO nanostructures surface would improve their chemical stability in the acidic media of the dye, which would produce fewer defects and less recombination loss. Additional post-treatments of ultra-violet radiation, ozone, and annealing in different ambient gas environments for the as-prepared photoanodes should be examined, with the goal to enhance the dye/semiconductor interface and their dye-loading properties. New metal-free dyes should also be evaluated especially for ZnO nanostructures due to their higher complexing ability than SnO$_2$ and TiO$_2$. Similar to an earlier work done by Barpuzary et al, showing an excellent performance of (5.7%) using hydrothermally grown one-dimensional ZnO nanowire in cooperated with a newly synthesized metal-free, D–π–A type, carbazole dye (SK1) sensitizer-based photovoltaic device. An extensive study of the charge transfer process, the lifetime of the charge carriers, and their diffusion lengths would help to refine the details of the DSSC process mechanism and to minimize the undesirable recombination loss. Exploring other types of solid-state DSSCs, including a solid-state polymer electrolyte or/and DSSC with a hole-conducting (p-type semiconductor) electrolyte, should also be pursued.
• **Other applications**

In addition to the present focus on photovoltaic applications, further work is needed to explore the use of these ZnO and SnO$_2$ nanostructures for other optoelectronic and sensing applications. Newly emerged solar battery for producing and storing electrical energy without the need of additional traditional batteries has been constructed by using classical TiO$_2$ based DSSCs. Alternative photoanodes could, however, help to minimize the performance decay due to the observed low thermal stability and dye degradation as reported by Yu et al.\textsuperscript{261} By taking the advantage of SnO$_2$ nanostructured thin-film photoanodes, high thermal and chemical stability with low UV degradation could provide an interesting solution to reducing the efficiency decay problem in solar batteries.
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